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general discussions and I can in no way rely upon the advice and/or statements of my mentor or other participants in the mentor
program. I understand that although the mentor is engaged in the practice of criminal law, that the mentor is not rendering legal or
THE INFORMATION I RECEIVE IN THE COURSE OF MY MENTORSHIP WILL NOT BE RELIED UPON BY
ME AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN TUDGMENT OR LEGAL OPINIONS. AND I UNDERSTAND THAT THE
OPINIONS OR STATEMENTS OF THE MENTOR ARE NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN OPINION OR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH,
I also understand that neither the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor any mentor or participant warrants that
any information that they share, divulge or give to me is suitable for any area of my practice other than to aid me in improving my
criminal law practice skills.
I understand that neither The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor the mentor or any participant in the mentor
program warrants or represents that any information or adGice they may give me can be relied upon by me in my criminal law practice
but serves as an aid or guide in assisting me in developing criminal law practice skills.
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Ever Elusive Justice
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nTuesday, August, 17,1999at six
p.m. Larry Keith Robism was
scheduled to die bv lethal iniection at the hands of the ~ & of
e ~ekas.
However, earlier that day the Court of
Criminal Appeals, in an unprecedented
move for this Court, panted a stay of
emcution. The stay wai granted p m a n t
to a petition for a writ of habeas corpus
~repaeedand filed by Robin's appellae
counsel and TCDLA Board Member,
S. "Bil1"Harris ofFm Worth. Bill
Harrb' labotiou&task involving Larry
R o b was d e & e of hi rendering
dedicated, professional services of the
highest calling. For such yoeman's work he
is m be mmended, More about Bill and
his role in &is hisuer later. Far now, mure
at Larq Keith Robism as chronicled by
\Lois Robison, Larry's mother, to the
"Capacity for Ju&ce" gtoq in Awmr
. Larry m f i t diagnosed as a paranoid
gEhiwpRrenic ar 21 yearn pf age at Hugely
Hospital inFort Wf~rthLamfa parentshad
health insuisnee. However, their insurance
could nor cover Lamy, end he was disa
charged afxer 30 d a p as an inpatient.
Afterward, he was taken-to J o b Peter
Smith Hospitatl a county hospital that
prwidw indigentservices. They reasoned
that they "needed the bed'' for orhers. He
was next ta!ean to &Veteran5 Howital in
Waco where, once again, he was an
iqpatienc for 30 days and discharged
because he was "not violent" and thev
"needed rhe bed" Lrtrry, of wum, later
beoame vtolent in a severe and heinous
manner, killing 5 individuals, including an
11year old child Hispsychoticpersonality
was mfull blomhaving gone untreated for
w also had
an extended period of time. L
a bmther, uncle and gimdfather who were
hospitalized with paranoid sdriaapknia,
d c t t n g hi i l l n d hereditary
W
d
ee h i s d ~ o f f a ~ ~ ) r o v

u.

answers to hmaq and m&l dilemma. Our
seeming inabiliry to arrive at precise and
u)nuistent judgments about h e ultimate

mrth and perfect justice has led m e to
question thevery existence 0ftCality inany
obja~tiveswse of the w o d Our judicial
system is, nevertheless, faced daily with the
rask of determining these came elusive and
imprecise qualities. However, when it
comes to our Court of Guninal Appeals,
justice has not only been elusive but
mattamable in m&ny respects. That is why
the stay or& was so shocking to the legal
community. Have OUI criw finally been
heardl Is the tide beginning to turn?
Before e l a t i sets
~ in let me issue a word
ofrcaution and concern. Jusuce P-aul
Wmwk ofthe Court huedan unpublished
"statement" to accompany the order.
illness, Tywaa convicted and sentenced to Womack voted for the stay, but labed h e
die. During hls time h jail he newer mived quwbn that Bill Harris m y have abused
anymedication or mental health~eatment~ the writ process by not act&? in good
According to hi mother, in the 16yeatson faith in his pursuit of the writ and thus
Death Row, L a q has only seen a psy- "gamb1ed"his client%life inan attempt to
chiamkt twice-both times initiated by the
family. This summer, at the request of
"Capacity for Jwice", Dr. Anthony Hemple,
a forensic psych'tabist at Vernon's State
Hospital in Vernon concluded from his
review of extensive records (including
TDCJ progress notes) psychiaaic reports,
documents and L9FI)sdetailed history, that
there is Usignifican~
evidence that Larry
Robison suffered &om paranoid achisophtenia causing a &chotic thoughtp~ces~
and that this psychotl~.
procw appeats to
b e been active at rhe time of the homicides in 1982." This~nclusioncomes from
the State's own psychianist. Dr. Hempel's
report p d wipequent &davit calling into
quation Larry's competenu: to stand tr~al
was the foundatioq& the writ to the Court manipulate chis Court." This unpreof Criminal Appeals and the subsequent my cedented 'statement" from Womack
With
earned TCDLA's hmedi*e mb*.
of execution.
i n In
g our search for judicial petfection, we the aid of Cynthia Orr, 'rCDLA Death
have looked to both law and medicine for Penalry Chair and the Executive Corn>
. - /"

mittee, a letter was sent to the court by yours
mly, labeling this injudicious comment as
unprofessional, in that it was made,
admittedly so, without foundation, and in
an apparent attempt to ch31 counsel's role
in t h ~ process
s
by dividing counsel's efforts
at this critical stage. It is wtthout question
that Bill acted with integrity, honor and
prudence m his representation of Robison.
Womack's "statement" likely belies his
future ruling agamst this and other similar
cases and sends a threatening signal to the
honorable, hard worklng counsel who
sacrd~ceto pursue their profess~onalcalling

in thls thankless and frustratmg area of
criminal law. However, we must not be
deterred. The challenge we now face
demands the revitalization of our commitment to
justce withm our courts
for the destitute and mentally dl, and a
renewed dedication, outside the court-room,
to the notion of the worth and potential of
every human bemg. b
8

Go to the TCDLA website to view letter
and press release on Larry Robison at:
w-.
tcdla.com

Passage Productions
is looking for
.,
people incarcerated in TDC in the
1960s to 1970s active in prisoner rights
movements. ~f vou haveinformation
contact Susan Mason 512/478-1340 or

GET YOUR G U N S UP!!
IT'S TIME FOR THE LUBBOCK CRIMINAL DEFENSE
LAWYERS ASSOCIATION ANNUAL DEFENSE SEMINAR
HILLCRESTCOUNTRY
CLUB
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
NOVEMBER 4 & 5,1999
(TECHV. IOWA

STATE
NOVEMBER 6,1999)

PUT ON YOUR WHITE HATS
AND RIDE ON OUT TO THE SOUTHPLAINS.
LEARNSOMETHING NEW AND EXCITING
OR JUST REAFFIRM YOUR OLD SUSPICIONS.
WE'RE APPLYING FOR 12.5 HOURS CLE
3 HOURS OF WHICH WlLL BE ETHICS
COST IS $1 35.00 FOR MEMBERS OF LCDLA OR TCDLA
160.00 FOR NON-MEMBERS, BUT THIS WlLL COVER YOUR INITIAL
MEMBERSHIP
'DUES* TO BOTH FINE ORGANIZATIONS
(WHAT A DEAL)

,

LOOK FOR UPCOMING BROCHURES FOR MORE INFORMATION
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT:
MARK SNODGRASS 8O6U6-2-0267

EMAIL-M.SNODGRASS.ESQ@WORLDNET.ATT.NET
*SUBJECT T O APPLICATION APPROVAL
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Editor's Comment

Judicial Reform
F

or many years now there has been a
debate ragmg over how Texas judges
should be selected. If you have ever
followed a judicial election campagn, you
know that there are many problems with
our current system of political party based
elections.Up to now, most of the attention
has focused on the Texas Supreme Court.
That is because of the importance money
plays in supreme court races. The leading
voice on the Issue has been Chief Just~ce
Tom Phill~psof the supreme court. The
Court of Criminal Appeals, the 14 intecmediate appellatecourtsand the trial courts
are included in the proposals almost as an
afterthought. TCDLA wants to change that
by gettmg involved in the debate. Our
association has an oppornmity to take a
leadership role m judicial election reform.
President bllchael Hetskell has solcited
your ideas on judicial election reform. In
discussing this issue and determtntng
whether we can agree on one or more
proposals we need to ensure that we are well
informed on what is at stake and on the
various proposals that have been made.
Maybe we can come up with a better set of
proposals. But it is important that we do
something or else we will be left out of the
solution, tf there ever is one.
Most of the proposals are centered around
appointment of judges by the governor,
followed by some type of nonpartisan
retention election. Such proposals are
euphemistically referred to as merit selection. one unportanr challenge a ensuring
that merlt 1s not overshadowed by polttics
In the inherently pol~ticalprocess of
gubernatortal appointments.
Chef Jusnce Phihps headed a judicial
selection task force wh~chproposed that the
Governor's appointment would be required
to fill all judicial vacancies. Each appomtment would be subject tosenate confirmation. The Senate would beempowered
to meet year round for the purpose of
8
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judicial confirmation. After confirmation,
The citizens-group Common Cause has
the judge would face a wide open, the following posrtion on judicial selection:
nonparttsan election. If elected, the judge Judicial cand~datesfotthetrial courtsshould
would Eice only retentton elections.
be separated from the general ballot to
A similar proposal made by other mem- prevent the abuses of straight-t~cketvoting;
bers of the same task force called for or be elected in a nonpartisan election. For
appellate vacancies to be filled by gu- appeals courts, the organization suggests
bematonal appointments taking judicial that consideration be given to the merit
diversity mto consideration and subject to appointment (undefinedby commoncause)
Senate confirmation, Appellate judges of appellate judges with retention elections.
would run innonpartisan elections followed
Reformers on the crimmal justice side of
by retention elections. In the state's larger the issue speak of the importance of
cowties, uial judges would be elected from preventmg another Mansfield. No matter
single member districts.
what we do, every once m a whde an
unqualifted pretender is g o n g to slip
through the cracks and embarrass our state;
judmal election reform can only do so
E-mail your thouphfs
much. Human error will always be with us.
More important is ensuring that the pool
on judicial reform fo:
ofpersons with a realisttc chance to become
a judge is made up of a diverse group
representativeof a wide range of v~ewpomts
and judicial philosophies. Read a few recent
opinions of the Court of Cnminal Appeals
and you can see that we don't have that
The majority proposal of the task force r ~ g h now.
t
Any system involving guberbecame one of the most popular plans natorial appotnhnents as a gateway to the
during the last legislative session. It called bench will not remedy that defect. We wrU
for the Governor to appoint all themembers conttnue to elimmate from consld-emtton
of the Supreme Court, Court of Criminal quahfied candidates from the wrong
Appeals and the fourteen courts of appeals, polincal party and cynicalparty cholces by
followed by senate confirmation and judicial hopefuls will remain the order of
retention elections. Objections from the day.
intermediate appellatecourt justices helped
One bright idea calls for off year nonto have those cougts droppedfrom that plan. partlsan elections for all judges. T h s wdl
Another approach that went before the put an end to the dreaded straight tlcket
last leglslature called for combining the sweep. A concern is that turnout for these
Texas Supreme Court and the Court of elections will be as low as those for school
Criminal Appeals tnto o n e 15-member board elections. PAC money would probCourt. The chief justice would be appomted ably take the place of party influence m such
by the governor and the remaming 14 elections. That is more a problem for the
justices would be elected from several civil courts where insurance companres,
regional districts. One version of this plan doctors and trial lawyers appear to have a
called for an tnttial partman electlon financ~alstake tn the outcome. Money
followed six years later by retention hasntreally Infected crunmal judicial races.
elections.
The problem is more the lack of money.

f
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Gerry Spence has one of the best ideas.
At the end ofhis book0.J.: The Last Word,
he makes a number of proposals for reform
of the jud~cialsystem. Among them, he
proposes that fudges he chosen by lot, like
jurors. The names of all active ma1 lawyers
in good standing should be placed in a box
and when a judge is needed on a case, a
name will he randomly selected, just as with
jurors. After doing hts or her ludicial duty,
the judge may return to practice until
summoned, by chance, again. Appellate
iudges would he chosen in the same manner,
appointed to a panel to hear and decide
several appeals, then return t o their
practices. The beauty of this system is that
it takes politics out of the equation, wh~ch
is one of the reasons it will never fly.
Get informed on this issue and contact
the TCDLA home office or one of our hoard
members with your ideas. Let's not get left
behind on judicial reform.

1

Forensic Services
b Trial Support

0

We provide:

Profile determinations\exdusirms in the
areas of sexual offenses, alcohol & drug
addiction/dependance and assault risk
Erpen witness testimony
Critiques of witness\victim\accused
videa\audio tapes, psychological reporo.
schwl r e c o d & treatment recards
Recommendations for aggressive discovery
in case6 of possible false allegation
Assistance with cross examinations of
opposing psychological expert witness
Competency and mental statw evaluations
Treatment recommendations to the court
Recommendations for voir dire & jury
selection
Participation in presentence investigations
Analyticalresearchofprofessionalliteratu
topics and methods
Provision of treatment servicss prior to Vial
or plea

We accept court appointments.
References on request.
Call us if you think we might
be able to help

...

NAVARRE & ASSOCIATES
313 E. Rundberg Lane, Suite 105,
Austin, Texas 78753
(512) 836-4567
dnavarre@freewwwweb.com
John Carroll, a Sun Antonio criminal defense
lawyer, is the Vme Edmr &Chief.

q EventsDecember 410,1999
CDLP Capital Murder
Trial skills wurse
Radisson Hotel,Foi-t Worth
February 1 7 ~ 0 , 2 0 0 0
President's Trip
Banff Springs, Hotel Banff,
Canada
March 23-24,2000
CapHal Murder Trial Seminar
Houston
March 2631,2000
Criminal Trial Advocacy
lnstitufe
Sam Houston State University,
Huntsville
June 1.3,2000
13thAnnual Rusty Duncan
Advanced Criminal Law
Seminar
Marriott Riverwalk,
San Antonio

"Diplomate of the Amencan Board
of Forensic Examiners"

Please Share Your Secrets For Success
In Defending Indigent Clients

bd'

The Criminal Defense Project is now planning a series of 'I - d '
be held in eight locations throughout the state. We would like to include a
diverse set of practice tips, forms, local practices, checklists and client letters
that will be useful in every jurisdiction. These materials will also be available on
the Internet. Please send us your favorite tools so that we can develop a
good set of materials and improve practice in this area.
Deadline is November 15, 1999. Please send your email to: rose@tcdla.com
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Competence,
Incompetence,
and Compassion
D'Ann Johnson

T

he State of Texas, under this
Governor, has committed a
hundred acts of "compassion,"
executing that many people during his
tenure. The executed have included minors
at the time of the offense, foreign nationals,
mentally retarded and mentally ill persons.
The milestone is important not only because
of the shame in the number, and the obscene
morality of the killings, but because the
Texas system of justice has suffered criticism
from every corner.
Despite this criticism, Texas appears, on
thesurface, to be full of competent attorneys
and defendants. Courts have discussed
competence, in reference to both, and
regardless of the facts, competence is a
standard that is virtually always met.
Let's look at what defines the standard of
competence.
Indigent defendants in death penalty
cases must have attorneys appointed who
meet the qualifications for appointment in
each of nine judicial districts. The requirements vary from district to district, but, in
general, an attorney must be licensed for at
least five years, have substantial experience
as lead counsel in criminal jury trials, have
experience in one prior capital case, and
have training in death penalty litigation.
However, only one of the districts appears
to require annual training or requalification.
In fact, the courts have found that the law
does not require this so-called qualified
lawyer to be awake during the trial.
After sentencing, the law requires no
particular level of competence for filing
direct appeals in capital cases. But counsel
must be competent before the court can
appoint an attorney to file a writ of habeas
corpus. The Court of Criminal Appeals has
released a list of attorneys that may be
appointed in habeas representation, but
there is no explanation of competence. In

0
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order to maintain the semblance of a system
that works, Texas should have standardized
requirements for attorneys that represent
defendants in capital cases.
As hard as it is to find an incompetent
attorney, it is just as hard to find an
incompetent defendant. But, in a surprise
move, the Court of Criminal Appeals gave
Larry Robison a chance to show that he is
incompetent. In order to do this, he needs
to show that he does not understand that
he is going to be executed why. I don't know
if he has to believe he will die. If by chance,
the court finds he is incompetent, he will
go to Rusk and receive the treatment he
couldn't get before he killed five people.
In a letter to Governor George Bush,
TCDLA urged the Governor to commute
Robison's sentence to life due to serious
questions about his culpability and capacity.
We called for legislation to change a plea of
"not guilty by reason of insanity" to "guilty
but insane". Such an option reflects the
obvious culpability and more accurately
reflects reality. And we support legislationsuch as House Bill 398, which died in
committee, which would have established
a list of criteria for commutation, including
mental incompetence- permitting a jury
instruction to inform juries of the effect of
such pleas. (Seeour website: www.tcdla.com
for text of the letters.)
Estimates are that from 16.33% of the
people in prison suffer from mental illness.
As lawyers, we should insure that fair
standards and procedures for competency
and insanity determinations are established
at all stages of judicial proceedings. Because
people with a mental illness don't belong
in prison or strapped to a gurney awaiting a
lethal injection.
Which gets us back to compassion. Real
compassion. Chances of getting caught
breaking the law depends a lot on race

and class and geography. What we do
with those who are caught should be guided
by reason and compassion and a fair
application of laws so that the Texas
criminal justice system can be just that- a
stem of justice.

Art Exhibit
The Waiting Room, an interactive
art installation that recreates the
complex experiences of a death row
visiting room, will open January 15.
2000 in Huntsville. A community
conversation will take place on February 15, 2000 from 1-4:30 p.m.
followed by a reception at the Sam
Houston Memorial Museum. For more
information, contact 650-729-1113 or
rswaiting@aol.com.
Nuisance Court
The Austin City Council expects to
open a Community Court on October
1 that would focus onnon traffic Class
C misdemeanors. The "nuisance
court" is intended to reduce the repeat
offenders of nuisance crimes such as
public camping, public urination, and
public intoxication by steeringaffend,
ers to substance abuse treatment,
psychiatric treatment, literacy se~ices,
child care and job training.
Juvenile Court Jurisdiction
A juvenile court is without jurisdiction to conduct an adjudication
hearing for aperson referred as a truant
by a justice or municipal court if the
conduct that forms the basis for the
referral occurred after the person
attained the age of 17. Attorney
General Opinion No. JC-0103,
September 1, 1999.
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Death Row Visitation
TDCJ's Offender Visitation Plan
(OVP) and Death Row Plan-March
1999 (DRP) restrict prisoners from
changing their visitation lists to once
every 6 months.
O n 7/19/99 and 7/22/99 TDCJ
notified all D.R. prisoners at Ellis and
Terrell that the rule as set forth in the
OVP and DRP will be strictly enforced
with no exceptions. The Ellis Unit
produced an additional notice stating
that effective 7/26/99 the Rule would
apply to ANY list changes, including
address, name change, add on, deletion, etc!'
TDCJ counts removing someone
from a visitation list as a prisonerinitiated "visitation list change" and
counts it against the prisoner, despite
the fact that it was neither requested
nor desired by the prisoner.

7
Letters

A Modest Proposal

The Fourth Amendment is dead. It has
been obliterated by exceptions,good faithed
to the grave. The problem, the root of the
problem, is that Weeks w United States is
flawed.. It assumes, incorrectly, that by
excluding wrongfully obtained evidence,
officers will be more careful. Rather than
making officers more careful, the result has
been to make courts more clever in limiting
the protectionof the most basic of our rights,
the right to be left alone. I have a modest
proposal to try and recapture the Fourth.
I suggest that a statute be passed that has
the followingprovisions.Trial courts would
make findings concerning allegedviolations
of the Fourth Amendment that classlfyies
the
police actions as (a)intentional vioLaw Students
lation, the evidence shall be excluded, (b)
E-mail us your resume unintentional violation, the evidence is
admissible, but the maximum punishment
Info@tcdla.com
for the crime is a state jail felony, or a class
b misdemeanor, or (c) not a violation.
Where the court finds a violation, the
T h e Voice is looking for Authors for officers involved will be reported to DPS,
who will have them renained. Where the
feature articles. Areas of special
court finds an intentional violation, the
interest indude:
victim gets his civil damages, and attorneys
fees, from the state. A draft of such a statute
DWI
follows.
The advantages of this statutory enforceethics
ment of the search and seizure rights of
appellate issues
persons over the court-created exclusionary
death penalty
rule are many. Officers who do wrong are
plea negotiations
told, and would be renained if they persist.
prosecutorial misconduct
Under the exclusionary rule, officers get no
*drugs
penalty, indeed they do not necessarily know
domestic violence
that a court found that they have erred.
trial tactics
Under the current state of the law, should a
wurt find a violation of rights of a criminal,
forensics
intentional
manner or by accident, the
sex crimes
evidence is excluded, the state loses and the
criminal walks. The public clearly never
Please Contact:
,liked this aspect of the exclustionary rule.
D'Ann Johnson at
Just because the officer is an idiot, the gu~lty
512-478-2514
should not go free. To avoid this injusice,
Fax 512- 469-9107
courts have resorted to wild irrational
djohnson@tcdla.com
wnstructmns such as "standing".
To return rationality and meaning to the
For More Information
Fourth Amendment, I propose a legislative
change w h ~ c hhas the courts evaluate how
bad the acts of the officer were, and mess
~ e n a l t ~ on
e s the state accordingly. The

statute also makes the officer understand
that violatmg rights has penalties to him,
personally. Finally the innocent, who get
no redress whatsoever under the current law,
have a civil remedy for the damages done.
It's time we took the nght to be free from
unreasonable search and seizure back from
its current abyss.
Scott Segall

El Pnso
(See TCDLA website for suggested statute.)

How are defendant
competency
determinafions made
in your county?
Does your county use
"pick up" juries?
E-mail D'Ann
djohnson@tcdla.com

Members News
Cynthia Hujar Orr, Treasurer of the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association, has just been appointed
to the Board of the National Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association.
TCDLA member Scott Tidwell was
quoted in Texas Observer regardtng
selectwe prosecution of topless clubs
in Odessa. Less than 1% ofthe state's
populat~onresides in the Odessa area,
but 16% of the arrests for public
lewdness are there. TABC pursues
enforcement only against the dancers,
which are usually women, and only
agamt some clubs.
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Obstructing Justice and
Winning on Appeal

I

,,

n United States v. Dauis, -F3d
,
1999 WL 504702 (3rd Cir. July 17,
1999), the United States Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit reversed the
defendant's convictions for conspiray to
obstruct justice and obstruct~onof jGtice
and decided an issue of first impression in
the federal courts; Whether a wire tap is a
"pending judicial proceeding" within the
meaning of 18 U.S.C. $ 1503. The court
held that it was n o t
Obstruction cases are as rare as hen's
teeth. Most of us will never see one of these
cases. Davis, however, is so gloriously
uncommon that I thought it was worth
looking at. The court describes the bizarre
factual sttuation as reading like '...theplot
of a Grade B melodrama."
II-Richard Sabol was a career criminal. In
late 1992, he was surviving by cooperating
with the U S . Customs Service in their his past caught up with him. While in high
investigation of organized crime in New school, he had dated Diane Pelatti. When
they broke up, Sabol threatened to throw
York and New Jersey.
Joseph Giarilpa was head of the Giampa acid in her face and cut offher fingers. When
Crew, a b m c h ofthe Lucchese crime fam~ly. she began to date Davis, Sabol threatened
Sabol was acquainted with Giampa's htm and members of his famtly. Perhaps
stepson, Gennaro Vittorio. Customs agents understandably, David developed an obhad Sabol tell Vittorio that he was on work session with Sabol. Unfortunately for Sabol,
telease after a federal drug convict~onin Davis became a New York City Transit
Georgia and that he wanted to engage in Police Officet.
In 1986, Sabol had been sentenced in a
various illegal activities.
Over then next three months, Sabol New York state'court for credit card fraud.
gained Vittorio's confidence and met other Davis attended the sentencing hearing and
members of the Crew. They committed pbtained a copy of Sabol's "rap sheet!' He
criminal offenses involving stolen merch- discussed Sabol with Special Agent Ronald
andise, illegal guns and a small quantity of Geer of the FBI who was also present at that
heroin. Customagents were able to capture sentencing hearing.
In early 1992, Davis received a threattheir activit~eson video and audio surveillance. Sabol provided Vittorio and other ening phone call from a person whom he
members of the Crew with cellular phones assumed was Sabol. He contacted Geer to
which became the subject of a federal wire find out whether Sabnl could havemade the
call. Geer told him that Sabol had been
tap order.
Everythmg was going well for Sabol until conv~ctedin Georgia o n federal drug
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charges; however, he dtd not mention that
Sabol had become an informant in a
Georgia mvestigation and that he had
received a sentence reduction.
As Sabol was continuing to be successful
m h ~attempt
s
to inftltrate the G~ampaCrew,
Davis heard from vatlous sources that Sabal
was back in town. One of the persons who
had warned him was his brother-in-law,
M~chaelLanteri who was matried to Maria
Lanteri, Davis' srster. Michael and Vittorio
had been chtldhood frtends and Michael
hadseen Vttroriowith Sabol. Because Davis
knew that Sabol's feded drug conviction
should have kept him in prison for many
years, he inferred that Sabol must be
workmg for the government
At thls same time, Vittor~owas so pleased
with Sabol's performance that he sought to
use him to establish an import/export
business in New Jersey to import dmgs and
export stolen vehicles. He fronted Sabol
$10,000 for thrs purpose. The very next day,
each the Lanteris called V~ttorioand urged
hun to come to their apartment because
they had important information for him.
The Lanterm told Vittmto that he was
being set up. They advised h ~ m
that Sabol
had been arrested for a serious crime and
should not be out on the street. They also
warned him that his crimes were bemg
captured on tape. WhenVittorio asked how
they knew &IS, Mtchael Lanteri explained
that Davis had told him. Vittorio went to
Davts' house where he found Davis to be
both drunk and paranod. Davis warned
Vittor~othat Sabol was a "rat," wh~chto
Vittorio meant that Sabol must be wearmg
a wite, givmg information to the authorities
or testifying in order to get a reduction in
sentence.
Davis went on to tell Vrttorio that he had
a good source for h ~ information-an
s
FBI

agent-and that Sabol wuld not be on the
street without being an informant. When
Vittorio told Davis that Sabol had given
him cellular phones, Davis wamed him that
they were definitely tapped. Davis suggested
that Vittori "do something about it" and
asked him for a gun. Later, Vittorio
discussed the idea of killing Sabol with his
stepfather who immediately vetoed the
idea.
Vimrio and other members of the Crew
began w distance thcmselvcs from Sabol.
Vittor~ocalled Sabol and told him to return
the$10,000 that he hadgivcn him. Vittorio
and other members of the Crew also quit
discussing any criminal activities when
talking on their cellular phones.
Vittorio eventually told Sxbol that Davis
was the source of all of his information.
Sabol responded that Davis had hated him
because of his former relationship with
Davis's wife. Vittorio then became concerned that Davis had lied to him because
of hi obsession with Sabol. Davis met a
second time withVimrio and teiteratedhis
earlier claims that Sabol was an informant.
Once again, Davis requested that Vittorio
give him a gun.
Aftet the second meeting, Vittorio was
still unsure of Sabol's status. He sought a

face-to-face meeting with Sabol. Because of
Vtttorio's past behavior, the Customs agents
refused to permit such a meeting and
terminated Sabot's involvement with the
Giarnpa Crew.
Indictments were eventually returned
against members of the Crew. Vittorio told
the government that, were it not for Davis,
he would have continued to engage in illegal
activities with Sabol, thereby increasinghrs
own criminal liabiltty. In a separate indictment, Davis himself was charged with
various offenses including one count of
obstruction of justice and one count together with the Lanteris - of conspiracy
to obstruct justice.
At trial, the government attempted to
prove that Davis had obstructed justice in
two ways. By impeding the wire tap investigation; and, by impeding the grant jury
investigation. The verdict form that the
district court provided to the jury separated
the "grand jury obstruction'' from the "wire
tap obstruction" and allowed the jury to find
Davis guilty or not guilty separately and
repeated this for the conspiracy count. The
jury found against the defendant every time
that they had the opportu~tyto do so.
In it's opinion, the court concluded that
"...the government had understandably

attempted to f d a law that criminalizes the
conduct ofdefendant, Vincent Davis, which
is as reptehensible as it is unusual. In the
process, however, the government has
stretched several laws beyond their breaking
points."
Not drily did the court rule against the
government on the issue of whether a wire
tap is a "pendmg federal proceeding," it also
determined that there was no obstruction
of the grand jury. No evidence had been
offered at trial to show that Davts was aware
of a grand jury mvestigatlon. Since the
govemment failed to show that Davis had
the requisite knowledge that a grand jury
investigation was pending, his wnvtction
on that theory could not stand.
The court went on to conclude that the
conspiracy count had also failed because
there was no evidence in the r e d that
Davis' co-conspirators had the necesary
awareness of a pending or threatened
judicial proceeding.
The lessons inDavis are obvious. Obsm.
tion cases, can, perhaps, be more digcult
for the government to prove than to plead;
and, threats of acid and cut off fingers can
come back to haunt you. &
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Book Review

MONTGOMERY BLAIRE SIBLEY,
FEDERAL FORFEITURE PRACTICE MANUAL
(Version 1.0 1999)

Sometimes the
strength
of one...

Published
bv Center for Forfeiture Law
- - ~-Cost: $150.00

.corn and www.lawyeratlarge.com

r-
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ate the morass that is federal forfeiture law will
ontgomery Blair Sibley's FEDERAL FORFEITURE
Federal Forfeiture - the body of law that defies
mon
sense." In an attempt to make the intricacies
J f o r f e ~ t e ~ r o c e d uand
r e substant~velaw more access~bleto theaverage cr~mmnallawyer,
Sibley has puhltshed a very good resource.
The FEDERAL FORFEITURE PRACTICE MANUAL constitutes a blue prmt for
iepresenting a claimant in federal forfeiture proceedings. It provides an overview of the
entire process, including the initial seizure of the property, the initial client meeting, and
the administrative and judicial proceedings.
Mr. Sibley's practice is limited to the representation of claimants in forfeiture
proceedings. Therefore, his insight into the attomey/client relationship in these matters
is particularly helpful to attorneys who do not have much experience in this area. In
particular, the chapter dealing with the initial client meeting is informative. It contains
a good model Representation and Fee Agreement as well as a case fee and cost worksheet.
The chapters dealing with administrative law and practice are also helpful. There is a
chapter devoted to each administrative agency (DEA, Treasury, INS, IRS, A n , Postal
Service, and the Fish and Wildlife Service) with forfeiture authority. Appended to each
of these chapters are the relevant sections of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
governing the administrative proceedings in each agency.
The chapters dealing with judicial forfeiture proceedings are logically organized and
well written. There are individual chapters covering each step in the process: getting
the case removed from the administrative agency into a District Court, settlement
negotiations, the filing of pleadings, discovery, Motions to Suppress, summary judgment,
and trial. Appended to these chapters are numerous forms. The chapter on settlement
negotiations is very helpful in that it gives an experienced practitioner's insight into the
mechanics of trying to reach a settlement with the government. Finally, the chapter on
criminal forfeitures gives a good overview of the legal issues involved in federal criminal
forfeiture proceedings.
The book can either be purchased on CD Rom through amazon.com or downloaded
directly from the Internet at www.lawyeratlarge.com. The price for either format is
$150.00. Both the CD Rom and the Internet version are available in Wordperfect 8.0(c)
and Rich Text Format (accessible by any word processing program). One particularly
helpful feature of the computer based format is that the contents, including the forms,
can be quickly cut and pasted into court pleadings and briefs. Another good feature is
that updates will be available on-line (presumably through e-mail) on a next day basis for
a minimal fee.
According to the author's note at the front yf the Table of Contents, the book can be
printed out on approximately 600 pages of standard typing paper. At a minimum, the
user should print out the Table of Contents (21 pages) to help in navigating through the
rest of the book.
For more information on the FEDERAL FORFEITURE PRACTICE MANUAL,
including a copy of the Table of Contents, visit Mr. Sibley's web site at http://
www.shadow.net/-mbsibley/home.htm.There are is also a description of the book, as
well as other reviews, available on amazon.com.
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Motion of the Month

Challenge To The Array
and Motion To Quash
Grand Jury Panel
BY
Kirby J. Roberts
No.

IN RE:

5

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

GRAND JURY,

McCULLOCH COIJNTY, TEXAS

JULY, 1999 TERM

1 9 P JUDICIAL DISTRICT

CHALLENGE TO THE ARRAY
AND MOTION TO OUASH GRAND IURY PANEL
T O THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
Come now XXXX XXXXXXX (hereafter referred to as '?vtovant"), by and through his
attorney, and makes this, his Challenge to the Array of prospective Grand Jurors or, alternatwely,

his Motion to Quash the Grand Jury Panel and would show the Court as follows:
I.
On July 8 1999, this Court has summoned twenty (20) persons who reside in McCulloch
County, Texas as prospectwe Grandlurors to serve for the term of Court wmmencmg in July.
1999. The persons chosen were selected by Grand Jury Comm~sslonersappointed by this Court to
select prospective Grand Jurors to appear and be qualified by the Court.
11.

Movant has standing to assert this challenge to the Array of Grand Jurors since Art. 19.27

,

of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure provides that "Before the @and ju*y has been impaneled, any
Wson may challenge the m a y of jurors or any person presented as a grand juror." Mwant would
further show that he has standing as a result of the fact that he was informed in open Court on
June 25,1999 that a case in which he is the prospective Defendant would be presented to the

Grand Jury which is to be impaneled for the July, 1999 Term of Court.
OCTOBER
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Movant would show that he is making chis challenge, or moving to quash the panel, b a d
upon the fact that the members of the Army were summoned in violation of the law. More
particularly, Movant would show that the persons presented on thii date in open Court as
prospective Grand Jurorswere selected by Commissioners acting under authority of Art. 19.01 (a)
of the Texas Code of Crim~nalProcedure provides thac
'The jury commissioners shall select not less than 15 nor more than 20 persans from the
citizens of the county to be summoned as grand jurors for the next term of court for which said
commissioners were selected to serve, as ditecred by the order of the court selecting the
commissioners. The Commissioners shall, m the extent possible, selectgrand j m s who the
c o m m i s s ~ &tennine
s
represent a broad crass-section of the populntim of the comjr, consideriq
factms ofmce, sex, and uge." [emphasis added]
Movant would show that at this tune, the current Array is not representative of the community as
d select any persons of Hispanic background
a whole in that the Orand Jury Commissionersd ~ not
as prospective grand jurors. Thii is not only violative of the Code of Criminal Procedure, but also
is violative ofhe equal protection clause in the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States

Constitntion in that it appears that Hispanics were deliberately excluded form consideration as
Grand Jurors.Movant would show that not only is he, as a Hispanic citizen of the county, not

,,representedon the prospective grand jury by the exclusion of Hispanics from the array, but that all
Hispanics who reside in McCulloch County,Texas are being denied equal protection of the laws as
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution by virtue of their
exclusion from the opportunity to serve as grand jurom. Movant would further show that the
exclusion of Hispanics, a clearly identifled e t h i c group, b m consideration for rand jury service is
also violative of 18U.S.C. 243,62 Stat. 696, wherein it is stated that:
'No citizen possessing all other qualifications which are or may be prescribed by law shaU be
disqualified for service as grand or petit juror in my wurt of the United States, ot of m y State
Iemphas~saddedl on account of race, color, or previous servitude; I!.
See also Smith u. Teuu 3 1 1 U. S. 128;61 S. Ct, 164; 85 E.

Ed.84 (1940).

IV.
Movant would further show that the population of McCulloch County, Texas,
based upon the last census, is made up of 26.22 % Hispanic population. Therefore, if

there had been a serious effort to comply with the mandates of the Texas Code of Criminal

18 V O I C E
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Procedure and the Un~tedStates Constttut~on,at least Five (5) of the prospective grand IWOIS
should be of Hispanic background. mote: All stat~sticalmformation is contamed in Exh~bitsA

-

through E attached to this Challenge and Motion.] (See Exhlbtt "A" HISPANIC PERSONS
1990 (STF3C) for Count~esin Texas"; Exhibit "B"-"Hispanic Population- McCulloch County,
Texas"; Exhibit "C"-"Population-Census (Counts based On Short Form) McCulloch County,
Texas!'

Each of these Exhibits are copied from 'USA Counnes 1996" published by the United

States Census Bureau and avadable at the Internet Address shown at the bottom of each page of
the exhibits,)

WHEREFORE, Premises Considered, XXXX XXXXXXX does hereby request that the
Court in all things sustain this challenge to the Array and Order that the current Array not be used
to choose persons to serve on the Grand Jury for this term of the Court. Alternatively, Movant
Requests the Court grant this Motion to Quash the panel of grand jurors and e~ther(a) Order the
present commiss~onersto select a new Array in accord with law or (b) Enter an order that new
gand pry cornmiss~onersbe appointed by the Court ot (c) enter an order that the next panel of
grand jurors be summoned pursuant to Art. 19.01 (b) of the Texas Code of Cnmmal Procedure.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

KIRBY J. ROBERTS
P.O. Box 351
522 Main St,
Junction, Texas 76849
(915) 446-4369
(915) 446-2163 Facsimile
E-MAIL: kirbvroberts@sat.net
Texas Bar No. 17012900
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that the true and correct copy of the foregorng was served by hand
delivery on this -Day of July, 1999, upon either

, Assistant Dismct Attorney.

District Attorney or

KIRBY J. ROBERTS

No.
IN RE:

6

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

GRAND JURY,

P

MC CULLOCH COUNTY, TEXAS

JULY, 1999 TERM

8

198THJUDICIAL DISTRICT

ORDER ON CHALLENGE TO THE ARRAY AND MOTION TO QUASH
GRAND JURY PANEL
Be it h o w n that on the 8th Day of July, 1999,the District Court of McCulloch
County, Texas duly convened at 9:00 a.m. in the District coumoom of McCulloch County,
Texas for the purpose of qualrfying those persons who appeared in response to a summons for
service on the McCulloch County Grand Jury for the July, 1999 term of the Court.
After qualify~ngsaid prospective Grand Jurors and prior to the impaneling of the
'Grand Jury, a Challengeto the Array and Motion to Quash the Grand Jury Panel was
presented in writing the open Court by XXXX XXXXXXX by and through his attorney,
Kirby J. Robem. The Court, pursuant to law, summardy proceeded to hear sard Challenge
and Motion to Quash. The State of Texas appeared by and through her Disttict Attorney,
Ronald Sutton.
The Court, after examining the Mot~onand Exhib~tathereto and hearrng the
argument of counsel, does hereby find that the Challenge should be SUSTAINED.
It is therefore ORDERED that the Array of Grand Jurors duly summoned to appear
for the July, 1999 term of this Court is hereby QUASHED and the persons who appeared are
hereby DISMISSED and DISCHARGED from further service in response to their summons'
without being impaneled and seated as Grand Jurors f a the JulyJ999 term of this Court.
SIGNED this-

,

Day of July, 1999.

JUDGE PRESIDING

APPLICATION FORTCDLA REFERRALS
TCDLA receives phone calls from individuals from time t o time looking for attorneys in a particular
geographic region o r seeking legal advice on various subjects which the home office does n o t provide. The
Board o f Directors a t the June 1998 Board meeting voted t o implement a referral system from the home
office. I f you wish t o be placed o n the referral list, you may d o so by filling out this application and sending
it t o t h e T C D L A office. By doing so, you agree t o contact the referral within 24 hours and notify T C D L A
staff that you have done so. You are n o t obligated t o provide advice o r take the case. You may also refer the
caller to other services o r attorneys as needed. Indicate which area[s] o f practice you wish t o handle.

Name
Address
State

City
Phone (

)

FAX(-)

E-mail

Date licensed

Board Certified in Criminal Law?
Areas:

ZIP

No
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General Criminal Law -

Prison, Parole, and Civil Rights

GeographicArea:

Statewide
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INTERESTED?
Please fill o u t this form and fax it to theTCDLA office,
Attention D'Ann Johnson TCDLA FAX: 5 12-469-91 07

Each line of our classified ads is approximately38 characters; a character includes any letter, number,
mark or soace. The cost for VOICE
classified; is $40 for the first 6 lines,
plus $5 for each additional typeset
line.

Copy must be submitted precisely as you
want it to run, and received by the 5th of
the month to run in that issue.

Classified Ad orders

Complete this form and fax or mail your
classified ad coov
wim oavment lcredit
,~,
card payment preferred with fax orders).
Any questions? Call TCDLAat
51247&2514and askfor RoseValenmela
or e-mail rose@tcdla.com.
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W h e n Reasonable Jurists
Could Disagree:
The Fifth Circuit's Misapplication
of the Frivolousness Standard
I. Inrroducrion
directly support a defendant's claim.
With increasing frequency during this
II. The Ftivolousners Standard as
decade,theUnitedStates C o w of Appeals
Defined by the Supreme Court
for the FI& C m i t has dismissed criminal
defendants' direct appeals as "frivolous"
In numerous criminal and civil cases
under Fifrh Circuit Local Rule 42.2.1 during the last four decades,6 the U ~ t e d
Likewise, in federal habeascorpus cases, the States Supreme Court has addressed the
Fifth Circuit increagingly has denied issue of when an appeal is "frivolous." In a
prisoners a certificate of probable cause series of decisioas in the late 1950sandearly
("CPC') (recently renamed a " d c a t e of 19605, the Court held that a criminal
appealability" ('COA7')),2see 28 U.S.C. 8 defendant was permined to pursue an appeal
2253, a ruling that is tantamount' to a - and, if found indigent, to receive the
finding that a habeas appeal IS frivolous or assistance of appointed counsel and to
borders on frivolousneas.4
proceed in forma pauperis - so long as his
case presented at least one issue that was
In
cases
where
the
Fifth
Circuit
deems
a
L,
criminal law issue to be frivolous,the initial k o t frivolous." See, e.g., Johnson v. Cr,ired
effect of such a finding is that the prisoner's States, 352 U.S. 565, 566 (1957) (per
appeal is summarily dismissed without oral curi-am);F& v. United Stdtec, 354 US.
argument and without the more careful 521, 522-23 (1957) (per curiam); Ellis v.
judicial considerationreceived by an appeal UnitedSws, 356U.S. 674,675 (1958) (per
on the Fifth Circuit's "oral argument curiam);Coppedgev. UuitedStaclls,369U.S.
calendat." The systematic impact of this 439, 446-47 (1962). In these cases, the
trend is a chilling effect on appellate C o w did not offer any standatd governing
advocacy in aiminalcases that results fnnn the determination of whether an issue is
increased threats of sanctionsby the coud "frtvolous!'
In Anden v. Califmia, 386 US. 738
and, in at least one recent case, the actual
imposition of monetary sanctons on court- (1967). the Court set forth the procedures
governing direct crimlnal appeals when
appointed appellate counsel.5
As discussedbelow,what is most disturb- counsel for the d$endant determines that
ing about the Fit% Circuit's increasing an appeal is frivolous and, thus, wishes to
willingness to label direct and habeas withdraw. During the courseofsettingforth
appeals by prisoners as fnvolous is the th5 proper procedure in such a case, the
court's c h r o ~ misapplication
c
of the well- Court stated that a criminal defendant's
established standard for determining what appeal is frivolousif its 'legal points [arenot]
is "frtvolous." Simply put, the Fifth Circuit arguable on their merits." Id. at 744. The
has repeatedly deemed an issue frivolous Court did not otherwise define the terin
when conflicting decisions of other c o w "frivolous."
In Barefoot v. Estelle, 463 U.S. 880
have deemed the very same issue not only
ndivolous but actually meritorious. As (1983), a federal habeas corpus appeal, the
discused below, under the SupremeCourt'6 Court did offer such a definition. It held
ffivolousnessstandard,an issue isnecessarily that a claim for relief is "legally frivolous"
nonftivolouswhen decisions of other courts only if it "is squarely foreclosed by statute,

rule, or authoritative court decision, or is
lacking any factual basis in the record of
the case." Id. at 894. The court further
srated that an isrme is nonfrivolous if that
issue is Udebaableamong jurists of reason"
or, put another way, ifUaeouncdresolve
the issue0 [in a different mannerl." Id. at
893 n.4 (brackets and italics in origumlj
citation omitted). TheBarefootCourt's use
of the term "authoritative cwrr decision"
obviously did nor refer to a circuit couds
negative resolution of a particukr issue in
a prior case but insread referred to a prior,
adverse decision of the Supreme Court
itself.
In two subsequent cases, a civd rights
appeal and a habeas corpus appeal, the
Supteme Court expressly held that an issue
raised by an appellant on appeal to a circuit
coun is by definition nonfrivolous if it finds
direct support in decisions of other lower
courts and the issue has not yet been
addtmed by the Supreme Coat, even if
citcuit precedent squarely forecloses the
particulat claim. In thehabeascase, Lad
v. Deeds, 498 US, 430, 432 (1991) (per
curiamf, the Court reversed the Ninth
Circuit's summary decision to deny a
cerdfrcate ofprobablecause, The Supreme
Cou~tfound that, at the time that the
Ninth Cicuit had denied CPC, the issue
raised by the perittoner found direct rmpport
in an earlier, wnnary decision of another
circuit and, therefore, the issue was
'"debatable among jurists of reason."' See
Loznda, 498 US. at 432 (quotmg Bnrefiott,
463 US. at 893 n.4)# Clearly, in holding
that a CPC should have been granted, the
Supreme Court deemed the issue nonfrivolous in view of the split among the
lower courts on the i w e raised by Luzada.
See Barefoot, 463 US. at 894 ("theissuance

.\.

of a certificate of probable cause generally "frivolous" claim as relying o n a n
should indicate that an appeal is not legally "indisputably meritless legal theory").8
frivolous").
111. The Fifth Circuit's Repeated
In McKnight v. GewalMotors Corp., 511
Misapplication
U S . 659 (1994) (per curiam), the Court
of the Supreme Court's Frivolousness
unanimously disagreed with the Seventh
Standard
Circuit's conclusion that a civil rights
In recent years, the Fifth Circuit repeatlitigant's contention in 1992 that the 1991
Civil Rights Act applied retroactively was edly has failed to recognize that a claim
"frivolous." Id. at 659-60. The appellee in raised by a prisoner is automatically
that case had moved to dismiss the appeal nonfrivolous on a direct appeal or autoas frivolous in light of prior Seventhcircuit rmatically worthy of a CPC or COA on
precedent that held that the 1991 Act was habeas corpus review if the claim fmds direct
not retroactive. The Court's reasoning in support in a decision of another court.9
For instance, in United States v. Plateroreversing the Seventh Circuit was as follows:
Umanzor, No. 96-10563 (5th Cir. Oct. 23,
1996) (unpublished),a defendant wnvicted
The Court of Appeals correctly
of illegal reentry into the United States after
rejectedpetitioner's argument that
a deportation, see 8 U.S.C. 5 1326,
[the
1991 Act]
applies
wntended that his prior "aggravated felony"
retroactively. [citing Landgraf v.
conviction was an element of the offense
US1 Film Products, 511 U S . 244
that must be alleged in the indictment
(19941, which was decided after
McKnight's litigation in the courts
below]. However, if the only basis
for the order [dismissing the appeal
as frivolous] was t h a t his
An appeal
retroactivity argument was
foreclosed by circuit precedent, the
is not frivolous
order was not proper. As petitioner
if the appellant raises
noted in his memorandum
opposing dismissal and sanctions,
an issue that finds
this Court had not yet ruled on the
application of [the 1991 Act] to
direct support
pending cases [and did not do so
until 19941. Filing an appeal was
in a decision
the only way petitioner could
preserve the issue [for review by the
of another court
Supreme Court]. Although, as of
September 1992 [i.e., the time of
except in the 5th Circuit.
the appeal to the Seventh Circuit]
there was no circuit conflict on the
retroactivity question, t h a t
question had divided the District
rather than a mere sentencing enhanceCourts and its answer was not so
ment. See 8 U.S.C. § 1326(b) (defendant
clear as to make petitioner's
with a prior aggravated felony conviction
position frivolous. [citation
subject to enhanced penalties). In Plateroomitted].
Umanzor, supra, the court found the
McKnight, 511 U S . at 659-60.
defendant's claim to be "frivolous" and
Thus, a line of Supreme Court cases summarily dismissed it under Fifth Circuit
culminating in McKnight firmly stands for Rule 42.2. Sei Platero-Umanzor, supra, slip
the proposition that an appeal is not op., at 1-2. In characterizing the issue as
frivolous if the appellant raises an issue that frivolous, the court cited a prior Fifth Circuit
finds direct support in a decision of another decision that had rejected an identicalclaim
court. In such a case, the issue is non. on the merits, see United States u. Vasquezfrivolous because it could be (indeed, it was) Olvera, 999 F.2d 943, 945-47 (5th Cir.
decided differently by another court. See 1993). However, in that prior case, Judge
Barefoot, 463 U S . at 893 n.4.7 Put another King dissented and contended that a
way, if the lower courts are divided on a defendant's prior aggravated felony convicissue, it can never be characterized tion was an element of the offense. See id.
as an "indisputably meritless legal theory." at 947 (King, J., dissenting). Judge King's
Neitzk, 490 U S . at 327 (characterizing a dissent in Vasquez-Olvera noted t h a t

-

decisions by other courts, including the
Ninth Circuit, had held that a defendant's
prior aggravated felony conviction was an
element of the offense and not simply a
sentencing enhancement. See United States
v . Gonzakz-Medina, 976 F.2d 570,572 (9th
Cir. 1992).
clearly, at the time the Fifth Circuit
decided Platero-Umanzor, supra, the split
among the lower courts and the absence of
an authoritative decision by the Supreme
Court rendered the issue nonfrivolous.
Indeed, a year later the Supreme Court
granted certiorari in another Fifth Circuit
case raising the same issue. See AlmendarezTorres v. United States, 520 U S . 1154
(1998). Unquestionably, the court would
not have granted certiorari if the issue was
frivolous. Although the Court ultimately
held that a defendant's prior aggravated
felony conviction was a sentencing enhancement, see Almendarez-Towes v. United
States, 118 S.Ct. 1219 (1998), fourJustices
dissented and contended that it was an
element of the offense. See id. at 1223
(Scalia, J., dissenting, joined by Stevens,
Souter & Ginsburg, JJ.). Such an issue which sharply divided jurists in both the
lower court and the Supreme Court itself
-was clearly nonfrivolous.
In United States u. Hoffman, No. 9620836 (5th Cir. June 17, 1997) (unpublished), the Fifth Circuit dismissed the
defendant's appeal as frivolous based on a
waiver of the defendant's right to appeal
contained in a plea agreement. See id., slip
op., at 1-2. However, prior to the dismissal,
the defendant had explained that there were
two reasons why the waiver was unenforceable and provided decisions from other
courts directly supporting her specific
contentions. See Reply Brief for Appellant,
No. 96-20836, at 2-4. First, the defendant,
who was challenging the voluntariness of
her guilty plea on appeal, noted that other
courts had held that a claim that a guilty
plea was involuntary cannot be waived in a
plea agreement.10 Second, the defendant
noted that the district court had informed
her at sentencing that she had a right to
appeal and the prosecution stood silent in
response to the court's assurance. She cited
decisions by other courts that held that a
district court's statement that a n appeal was
permitted at sentencing without any
objection from the prosecution rendered an
appeal waiver void.1' Although these
decisions by other circuits were cited and
discussed in Hofhnan's lea dings on appeal,
the Fifth Circuit made no reference to the
contrary decisions of other courts and
summarily dismissed the appeal as frivolous
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based on the waiver provision in the plea
agreement. See Hoffman, rupra, slip op., at
1-2; see also United States w. Hoffman, No.
96-20836, Order Denying Petition for
Rehearing and Suggestionfor Rehearing En
Banc (5thCir. July 24,1997) (unpublished).
In a myriad of illegal reentry cases in
which a defendant has contended that his
prior conviction for drug possession does not
constitute an "aggravated felony" under 8
U.S.C. 5 1101(a)(43) and U.S.S.G. B
2L1.2(b)(l) (which adopts the statutory
definition from 8 U.S.C. B 1101(a)(43)),
the Fifth Circuit has rejected the claim as
frivolous after citing a prior Fifth Circuit
caselzthat rejected the claim on the merits.
See, e.g., UnitedStates v. Morales-Ortiz, No.
98-50179 (5th Cir. 1998); United States w.
Arimende-Matias, No. 98-50126 (5th Cir.
Aug. 18,1998). However, the claim, which
is based on statutory interpretation, finds
direct support in a unanimous decision of
the en banc Board of Immigration Appeals
inlnre L-G-, 1995WL582051 (BIA 1995)
(en banc). In In re LG-, the BIA, which
hears appeals from rulings of immigration
judges in civil immigration cases, inter~ r e t e d8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(43) to exclude a
conviction for drug possession as an
"aggravated felony!' In re L-G-, 1995 WL
582051. Although the BlA consists of
reasonable jurists, cf. Kin Sang Chow w.
I.N.S., 12 F.3d 34, 37 (5th Cir. 1993)
(affording "considerable weight and deference" to BIA's interpretation of another
immigration statute), the Fifth Circuit
inexplicably has deemed the unanimous en
banc BIA's interpretation of 8 U.S.C. B
1101(a)(43) to be frivolous.
In UnitedStates v. Vasquez-Bemal, No. 9840553 (5th Cir. Aug. 5, 1999) (unpublished), the defendant contended that the
district court violated the plain language of
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11
(c)(l) by accepting the defendant's pilty
plea without warning him of the statutory
maximum sentence he faced upon conviction. The Fifth Circuit acknowledged that
the district court violated Rule 1l(c)(l) but
held that the issue was frivolous because the
error was deemed harmless by the court,
even though the prosecution conceded that
the record did not reveal that the defendant
was actually aware of the statutory range of
punishment at the time he entered a guilty
plea. Vasquez-Bernal, supra, slip op.. at 3-5.
The court reasoned that the error was
harmless because there was no evidencethat
the defendantwould have pleaded not guilty
and gone to trial if he had been informed of
the statutory maximum punishment before
pleading. Id. at 3-5.
22
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The Fifth Circuit's finding of frivolousness invasquez-Bed is in directconflict
with prior decisions of the Ninth Circuit
applying Rule 1, which have held that a
district court's failure to advise a defendant
of the maximum punishment that he faces
is not harmless error if the record does not
show that the defendant was actually aware
of the statutory range of punishment at the
time that he pleaded guilty. See JaramilloSuarez, 857 F.2d 1368, 1372-73 (9th Cir.
1988); accord United States v. Campos, 48
E3d 1229,1995 WL 74763, at $1(9th Cir.
Feb. 23,1995) (table).l3 More significantly,
the Fifth Circuit's finding of frivolousness
invasquez-Beml was also in direct conflict
with prior Fifth Circuit cases holding that a
defendant's ignorance of the statutory
maximum punishment renders his guilty
plea involuntary and, thus, unconstitutional

Vasquez-Bernal
directly conflicts with
5th Circuit cases holding
that a defendant's
ignorance
of the statutory

maximum punishment
renders his guilty plea

L

involuntary.

under the Due Process Clause. See, e.g.,
Lewellyn v. Wainwight, 593 E2d 15,17 (5th
Cir. 1979). It is well-established that an
involuntary guilty plea is reversible error
even if the record on appeal supports the
conclusion that the defendant "would have
pleaded guilty anyway," i.e., notwithstanding the involuntary nature of his guilty
plea. See, e.g., Henderson v. Morgan, 426
U S . 637,644-45 hn.12 (1976). The Fifth
Circuit's holding in Vasquez-Bemal that the
defendant's challenge to his guilty plea was
frivolous flies in the face of such wellestablished binding authority.
The Fifth Circuit has similarly erred in
federal habeas corpus appeals. For instance,
in United States v. Magallon, No. 98-20830
(5th Cir. Mar. 23, 1999) (unpublished), a
certificate for appealability was summarily
denied in a case in which the petitioner
alleged that he did not adequatelywaive his
constitutional right to testify by merely

silently acquiescing in his trial counsel's
decision to rest his case without calling any
witnesses. Although the petitioner had
citedmajoritydecisionsoftwostatesupreme

courts and a dissenting opinion of a federal
circuit judge that held that due process
requires a defendant's waiver of his right to
testify to be expressly on the record during
a colloquy with the trial court,l4 the Fifth
Circuit nevertheless denied a COA. See
Magallon, supra, slip op., at 2.
InTurnerw.Johnson, 106F3d 1178,118889 (5th Cir. 1997), the habeas petitioner
contended that the Constitution requires
the prosecution's allegations of unadjudicated extraneous offenses offered during the
capital sentencing phase to be proven
beyond a reasonable doubt. The Fifth
Circuit deemed this claim unworthy of a
CPC - describing it as "not contain[ingl
anv indicia of merit." id. a t 1190 notwithstanding the court's recognition in
a prior case that "numerous lower courts"
in other jurisdictions had taken a contrary
position on that particular issue. See United
States v. Mergerson, 4 F.3d 337, 344-45 6.
n.4 (5th Cir. 1993).
In White v. Johnson, 79F.3d432 (5thCir.
1996),the habeas petitioner contended that
his death sentence was unconstitional
because it would be cruel and unusual
punishment to execute him after he had
spent nearly two decades on death row. The
Fifth Circuit denied CPC on this claim even
though the Supreme Court in another case
recently had entered a stay of execution so
that the lower courts could consider the
same issue. See Lackey v. Scott, 514 U.S.
1093 (1995), reversing denial of stay of
execution in Lackey v. Scott, 52 F.3d 98 (5th
Cir. 1995).15 According to the Supreme
Court's well-established standard governing
stays of execution,the Court would not have
entered a stay of execution on the issue
unless it presented "substantial grounds
upon which relief may be granted" and.
furthermore, that there was a "reasonable
probability" that certiorari would be granted
and a "significant possibility" that the issue
would prove meritorious. Barefoot, 463 US.
at 895. Nevertheless, despite this recent
action by the Supreme Court on the very
same issue inanother case, the Fifthcircuit
in White, supra, did not even view the issue
to be worthy of a CPC.
InMcFarlandv. Collins, 7 F.3d47,48 (5th
Cir. 1993), the Fifth Circuit denied a CPC
to an indigent habeas petitioner who had
unsuccessfully contended that he had both
the right to appointed counsel on habeas
corpus review and the concomitant right to
a temporary stay of execution in order to

permit an appointed lawyer to file a
meanineful habeas ~etition. The Fifth

'

supportedhis argument that he was entitled
to a-.
~ ~ o i n t habeas
ed
counsel and a stav of
execution. See BTv. ~
~ 952 kZd
d

(unpublished); united&tes v.~rkmende-~&, N
.;
98-50126 (SthCirAue 18,1998) iun~ublished):
~ n t~
e d ~ t a t ve~~offm&
s
9620836
(5th c w i 17,
.

certiorari on this issue in McFarland's case,
see McFarland v. Collins. 510 U.S. 989

1999);Gne ~.]~hohns~n,
178 ~.3d309 (5th Cic 1999);
Green ulohnmo. 116 F.3d I115 6th Cii 1997).

seeMcFm&

ENDNQTES
See, eg. Un~ted
States uVaswer-Bernal Na98-
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habeas c w u s case.the Supreme Court stated that
"[tlhe pnrwy means ofreparat~ngmentonous from
US. 849 (1994).'6
fnwlous appeals should bethe dec!rlan t o g m t or
Like the numerous Fifth Circuit direct &hold a cert~ficateof probable cause" andthatL%e
a ~ ~ e adiscussed
ls
above. which deemed Issuance of a certificateof Drobable cause eeneralb
criminal defendants'
to be frivolous should indlcatethat an appeal a not legal~r,fnwlo&"
nonvithstanding contnry decisions ofother Id at 892-94; but see id at 892-93 ( n m g the v~ew
'that'pmbable cause' requcw someth~ng
more than
courts that directly supported the defend- the absenceoffnvolw.~),
See, eg, 5alamr-Olmres 179 F3d at 230
ants' posit~ons,the forego~nghabeas corpus
a~oealsdemonstrate that the Fifth
Circuit
amellant's
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has repeatedly failed to
well- ieemed ftivolous could resuit in sanctions imposedby
the court); Burleson. 22 E3d at 95 (same).
established Supreme Court authority,
See UnitedStates v. Goiton. 171 F.3d 222 (5th Cit
1999).
W. conclusion
In Neitzke v.\rVlliams, 490 US. 3 19 (1989).the
Without a doubt, indigent prisoners' . Court held that the term"frivolous" has the same
direct appeals and habeas corpus appeals meaning in the civil and uiminal contexts. Id. at 325.
The Supreme Court'sfriwlousness standard is in
have burgeoned, occupying a increasingly
accord with the well-established standard in uvil case
larger share of the Fifth Circuit's docket. See gmerning whether a rkigant is subjea to
March 1996 Statement of Fifth Circuit under Fedwal Rule ofAppdlate Procedure 38 or
Chief Judge Carolyn King to the Com- Federal Rule oftivil Pmcedvre I I for makinga
mission on Suucrural Alternatives for the friwlous or patently unreasonable legal argument In

Fifth &rcuit,

v, scotr, 512
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FederalCourts of Appeals (availableon the ~ ' o / ~ ~ O ~ q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
internet.) However, the Supreme Court has clam or defense asserted s not "arguably supported
held that theapplicationof the frivolousness by exjst~nglaw, or any reasonably based suaert~onfor
standard in defendants' "anneals
from
ik extenr&modifi&an,or&enal:'
~ G h l o Kn
-~
rr.---.-criminal convictions cannot be used as a Stodq852 i 2 d 806.810'-11 (5th t i c 1988T(citation
and internal queston omitted); Smith Int%Inc. texas
urnvenient valve for reducing the pressurn
Commerce Bonk 844 F.2d I 193.1 199-1100 (5th Gc
of work On the courts." Copeedge v' United 1988). If a litigant relies on a decision of a court other
States, 369 US. 438,450 (1962).
than the FfLh Circuit in seeking to extend,modify, or
The Suoreme Court has directed defense even reverse e w n e Fifth Circuit ~recedentthe
~

pea was mwing an0 volun~:);Bello v Peapre,
886 F.Srpp 1048.1054 &WIN Y 1995) (sarne);d
Umed Stotes v.Mzch1.n. 34 F.30 896.89&99 19th Cr
1994) (In pmcess ofdetermmmg whether defendanfs
waver of r~ghtto apped In plea agrwnent was
enforceable court addressedthreshold ,sue of
whether the g A i y pea nseKwas v o - n k y )
See U ~ ~ l eSrolcs
d
v Bummoo 59 F3d 9 14.9 8 (Ytn
Ctr 995) C Ibbgantr need to w aolc to rrun me o m
~mnwncementrof d ~ m ccourt
t
udses Gwen the
dlstnct court's clear statement at rentenong [thatthe
defendant had a nghtto appeakthe defendads
assertion of unde&dingkdthe
prorecutian'r
failure t o object [based on the waiver-of-appeal
provision in the plea agreement]. we holdthat in these
urcumstances, the diwict courfs oral pronouncement
conVals and the plea agreement waiver is not '
enforceable."); see also Evemrd B United States, 102
E3d 763.766 (6th Cic 1996) (ci6ng Buchanan. supra).
'l See United States v Hinojos(14apez 130 F3d 69 I,
693-94 (5th Cic 1997).
F,rhermurc, n a prior Fdtn C rrur rase, wn.m was
co.n
later overrueo oy rnc en oanc Fftn C ~ u + m e
r d hcla hat a &N,CI
m.rts h l w e 10 adme a
defendant of hs staiutoymnge ofpun~shmentat a
gulky plea proceedmgwas not amenable to harmlesserror analysrr and, thus, was subtect to automaw
ruverra on appea. See Uoml Sroter r Perce. 893 t2d
669.679 (5th C r 990). overruled @ Umred Stores v.
JO"mon. I F3a 296 (51h C c 993) (en bar).
"
See People * Cuffis. 681 F!2o 5M 5 4 (Coo 1984):
Stare v hemon. 31 SE2o 77.8182 (W\/a 988).
ScL. "Lo uo red Stater Mortimz. 8883 f.2d 750.764.65
& n. (9th Or 1989) (Pinham.,. drrentng).wcated
on orhergmmds. 928 r.20 1470 (9thC r 99 )
Two S~premeCOJ,t J m c c rslro Ma dercnhed
the w?ds
mponanr[] wder dea onr'tmt
warrantea a'wreh nudy 'oy me lower courrs lor kc^
*Twm 5 4 US. IM5 11995) fa~in~onr
ofSrevcns&
Breye~JJ,
respectmngth; denilbf cert~oran)
' V n other habear corpus cases. the Fit% C~rculthas
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" , CPC
' ~wlv
, to
" have
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R51 F2o 7 5 716 (5th Cr 1988), cert parltca.492
I1.S 91 5 (1989). Sdroge vLfnow, 841 kid 89.95
(5m C r),ccngmr~teu493 J.S 888 (1989) Lmcn6cd
v. Preps. 8 7 F.20 285.198 (51h Or) (dvnpng CPC by
vote of 7- ).cen.rmnted482 LS.932 1196.n
,
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~nquestloiably.
ti;e Supreme c~um
declrl~
to g m t
c e r b m and addressthe merltr of an ( w e
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legal questions in favor of his or her client" 38.
This is not to say that the only way for a defendant
in determining whether an appeal is to establish that an issue is nanfriwlous is to rely on a
frivolous and requires counsel to seek to case mctv on point from some other court
withdraw under Anders, supra. See McCoy Caselaw offering analogous support tothe defendads
u. Court of Appeals, 486 U S . 429, 444 issue could also be ~Aicientto make the issue
(1988). An appellate court likewise should "awable on its] merits:'Anders. 386 US. at744.
"debatable among'jursists of reason:' or show that
resolve all doubts and ambiguous legal another court"cauld decide the issue in a d i h n t
questionsin favor of adefendant indecidii mannet? Borefwc 463 US at 893 n4.
whether an issue is legally frivolous. When *' As a disclaimer;the author notes that either he
an issue presented on appeal finds direct himself or his colleagues warked on the vat majority
support in a decision of one or more other of Fifth Circuit appeals discussed infm. The cases
discussed undouhtediy onlyrepresent a fraction of
lower courts and the issue has not yet been recent cases in which the Fifth G r w l has misapplied
resolved by an authoritative decision of the the h l o u s n w standard.
Supteme Court, the issue is obviously lo See. eg. United States v.PadiIioGwzoIes, 100 E3d
"ambiguous" and, by definition, non- 965 (table). 1996WL 622937. at *I n.l (9th Cir:Oct.
21,1996) C'Contrary to the government> assertions,
fi1volous.
PadillaGomalez's waiver ofappellate rights does not
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When an accidental trdgedy results in a murder charge
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David Against Goliath
Reflections of Trying a Homicide Case
by Dave SttUer

I

\.

merely earning enough to pay the bills for a second time for hours on end, leadmg to his
family of four living in a crowded one- arrest.
bedroom apartment. The child's room was
A written statement was made by my
a large wakein closet; his bed and blanket client, as to the events of that mght, in
was a large sleeping bag; and the child was whichhe recalled "mcking" his child in the
less than one year old. His young parents sleeping bag, and putting him to bed. He
and believed that cooperated completely with the bomic~de
did the best they -Id,
allowing him to steep in a sleeping bag was detective, yet was still the center of the
safe and affordable. They also thought that investigation. Because hi wife was not
the large closet was sufficient space for h m home that night, she was not charged with
to sleep, and by closing the door to the closet a criminal act.
when he fust went to sleep, would calm him
111. FORMAL CHARGES PILED
and shut out the majority ofnoise and light.
Thep~osecutoncharged him withi'injury
11. IMMEDIATE SUSPECTS &
to a chld", going with intentionally and
INTERROGATION
knowing, or recklessly causing serious bodily
Almost immediately, the police officer injury to the child, by wrapping the chrld
working the case treated this as a homicide, in a sleeping bag. L d m g a t fust or second
describing the circumstances of the death degree punishmentranges, my client quickly
of the baby in the worst possible manner: learned that the first offer was in the
asainfant,happedinasl&qmg bag, placed neighborhood of approximately 40 years
in a closet with the daor shut with the in the penitentiary, later lowered to the
thermostat at 82 degtees and not being rejected offer of 6 years to reckless on the
checked on for 12 hours. Feeding on this day the trial began. I was told by the
frenzy, all police officers assigned to this case prosecutor originally working the case that
seemed to follow that lead, as they ~ounced a jury would despise him, and that he better
on the grieving parents at the hospital, take the deal. Accompanied by the
splitting them into separaterooms,guarded projected DNAevidence rhatthe child was
,,
I. BEGINNINGS
by officers, and interrogated endlessly. The deep b i d e the bag, alongwith an extensive
For all intensive purposes, my client put child was discovered by the parents only a study peffDrmed by medical experts and at
his Infant son to bed in his room to deep couple hours beferemeetingwith the police least a handful of police officers, the State
for the night; and for same unknown reason, at the hospital and coming to the realiition felt confident that my client, who had been
in trouble in the past with misdemeanor
the child died in his bed. My client of being targets to a murder case.
An autopsy was perfomcd rhe next day, cases of carrying a weapon and assault,
discovered the lifeless little body the next
morning. Finding him cold, my client and the results of the exammation by the would certainly go down in flames for
moved the child towards the phone, called county medical examiner's office was 'killing his kid". How in the wotld would
911, and attempted CPR on the child. A reported some eight we& later, ffindmg a you ever fmd a jury to listen to your idea
shortrlme larer, the paramedics arrived and cause of death of "asphyxia associated with that putting an infant in a rkepingbag in the
closer was normal or reasonable? So many
moved the child to ahospttal, where he was lack of cusrodial care".
My client was formally arrested when times 1heard such a statement durmg my
quickly pronounced deceased.
Whatmakes thiscase d~fferentis that the shortly after the report from the M.E!s was attempts to convince the State to dismiss
child's family was struggling to get by, public. His wife and he were interrogated a the case under a theory of accidentaldeath.

n April of 1999, 1 tried my first
homic~decase to a juty trial in the
182ndDistict Court of Harris County,
Texas, in the case of Tk State of Tern us.
David Wayne Gaddis. The four day jury
uial resulted in an acquittal of all charges
against my client, by the j q that deliberated for a mere thirty-five minutes. In
ten years of practicing law in Texas, I have
tried just about every type of criminal
charge, except for a homicide. Given the
opportunity to be involved in this imporgnt case, I jumped at the chance. Eager
to win my case,I quickly discovered that I
was seriously outnumbered by the amount
of Statewimesses, including members of the
police department, district attorney's o@ce,
and the county medical examiners, who
teamed up to create a tremendous amount
of accusations.
Although I have never published my
feelings pertaining to any jury trial I
participated in, I feel compelled to share
my expdences during this trial, to show
all ofus that the littleman can win, against
tremendousoddsanda terrible setof alleged
{acts.
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They seemed to ignore the contention,
relying so heavily upon the autopsy report
and the homicide detective's claim of a
"wrapped" child.

V. ESTABLISHING A
PLAUSIBLE DEFENSE

'

Every parent of a new born baby knows
and fears the dangers of little angels dying
in their sleep for some unknown reasons.
These accidental deaths fall under a
catagory termed Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome (commonly called SIDS). It's
also known as Crib Death. Being a diagnosis
of last unexplained deaths, SIDS is a catchall grouping, in whichno determination can
be stated for a cause of death in children
under the age of 12 months old. Parents
routinely place there children to bed, and
discover shortly thereafter a dead child, who
was not choked, beaten or tortured. It does
not appear to be a heart attack situation,
but some unexplained reason for the child
not getting himself into a more comfortable
breathing position.
Victims of SIDS have been found to be
predominantly male infants, no older that
10-12 months, found face down in some
blanket or cloth material, rebreathing
expelled air for a time long enough to cause
some type of cessation of the breathing
process.
Knowing that I could not afford to hire a
medical doctor to explain this terrible
disease or cause of death to the jury, I had
to score on my cross-examination of the
medical examiners and any other persons,
as to their knowledge of SIDS in cases like
this one. His entiredefense rested upon my
cross. If I was able to show some similarities
to SIDS, I hoped to create some reasonable
doubt on the homicide issue. The theory of
an accidental death caused by SIDS was
further captured in my extensive research
at the University of Texas Medical School
library, where 1 found many books and
articles on the causes of SIDS and findings
over the last fifty years. I implore anyone
lookine into such a defense to seek out such
guidance, which proved to be critical in
challenging and ultimately destroying the
medical examiner's findines in mv case. I
wellcopied many articles and
known treatises on SIDS, and prepared to
utilize such during the trial if necessary.
Years of cross-examining insurance
company doctors when I practiced (un)civil
law, came in quite handy when I began
compiling my strategy for my defense.
Armed with my medical journals and
articles, I felt confident to fulfill my purpose

-

-

from

that my client lost his baby to SIDS.

then talked about infants in sleeping bags.
And the mission was accomplished. The
V. JURY SELECTION
panel had learned exactly what my case and
Those of you who try cases all know that defense were based upon, and responded so
the right jury wins your case. The panel positively, that it, as a whole concluded that
had to be told that a sleeping bag was used the State was trying to create an intentional
for an infant's bed in the closet, which 1 murder out of an unexplainable accidental
knew would inflame the group. So 1 tragedy.
patiently sat through the State's
After choosing ten men and two females,
presentation, in which two key factors were the jury was sworn to their oaths, took their
discussed. T h e constant example of seats, and looked at my client and me with
intentionally causing an injury to a child a compassionate stare. I knew then and
by beating them on the head with a bat drew there that I won the most important part of
stares of death to my client. We both felt the trial; yet unknown to me, the best was
the heat penetrating from the panel, as they yet to come.
seemed to already prejudge my client based
VI. SMOKE & MIRRORS: THE
on that statement. Certainly, when the
TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE
State discussed no probation for someone
Ending my voir dire with the sleeping bag
doing such an act, the panel continued to
look at us like we committed a mass murder. issue made the transition to my opening
My approach to the an el was simple. statement easy to grasp. I informed the jury
Warm them up with some mild humor, that accidents happen every day. Sometimes
people get hurt and die. Sometimes the
victim of an accident is a child. I went on
to explain the facts from the defensive
posture I anticipated I could prove, all
pointing to an accidental death. 1 did not
PO Box 520
mention SIDS, since I was not sure how my
Ledyard, CT 06339
cross would come out.
The State, in its opening statement, was
calm, and almost cold, revealing a story that
the homicide detective conjured up, of
wrapping the infant too tightly into the
sleeping bag, putting him in the closet, and
not checking on him for a long time, leading
to the presumption of an intentional,
knowing, or reckless act.
As the drama unfolded, I was hit with a
www.cdc.gov/ncidoc/
barrage of many witnesses, including the
officers who interrogated my client and his
hip/abc/facts40.htm
wife, officers who took evidence at the
apartment, family members and witnesses
explain the importance of jury trials, then to my client's parental skills. Attempts were
right to the heart of the matter. I told the made to show extraneous acts of abuse by
panel that destroying a child with a bat my client on the decedent, as well as his
should be punished, but what if a case involves stepdaughter. And of course, the State had
an accidentaldeath. In a matter of 5 minutes, it's medical examiner and DNA "experts"
1carefullytested the waters about accidental tell the jury how they believed this to be a
deaths, those in the crowd who were parents, homicide by neglect type of case. Three days
and the dreaded four-lettered word "SIDS". of witnesses were called, crossed and
Much to my surprise, the an el looked upon recrossed.
I learned, during my cross of the State's
my client not with hatred but with comwitnesses
that:
passion and sympathy. After one-third of
Defendant was the only person
1.
the panel of 60 explained their personal
experiences with losing a child to SIDS, 1 that found the child, immediately called
was able to switch the cause of death away 911, and was seen giving CPR to the child
from some violent acts to the accidental in the right manner;
2.
Defendant's apartment, although
incidents. In warming them up to that
theory, and scoring tremendous points, 1hit sparsely furnished was very clean, and not
them with the bomb of allowinga youngster ridden with roaches, vermin and the like
to use a sleeping bag. From the youngster, I (as well as not having much to eat in the
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refrigerator, despite having well-nourished
children);
3.
The police at the hospital were
immediatelyordered to separate the grieving
parents, since they were both suspects,
according to standard police procedure,
which was not very sensitive to young
parents who just discovered their dead
infant hours before;
4. The police began interrogating my
client and his wife at the hospital while both
were in shock over the loss of their child:
5.
The chief homiclde detective
failed to inspect the site of the child's death,
but merely relied upon other officers'
rendition;
6.
The same detective ordered or
suggested to the medlcal examiner's to go
into the autopsy to rule out SIDS;
7.
That although Defendant cooperated wlth the police, h i wlfe did not,
making up stories as to her whereabouts the
night of the child's death, leading to her
telling three stories to the police, and zero
credibility (yet the State seemed to belleve
that hating her for lying automatically
meant hating my client, or disbelieving his
statements to the police):
8. Officers investigating the scene made
requests to the medical examiners to make
afmdmg against SIDS or to further examine
stains found on the carpet where the child
was found (which were never done by
anyone);
9. That the medlcal examiner relies
heavilv on the rewmmendations from the
police in makmg their findmgs, and does
not even go to the scene of a "crime" to
mclude personal observations in the history
of an autopsy; or alternatively, the M.E.
serves as a branch of the police department
in working to prove a homicide instead of
exercising Independent judgment as to a
basis for a cause of death;
10. A photograph of the thermostat in
the apartment showed that the device was,
in the picture taken, put on 82 degrees,
whlle the top marking looked like the
setting was presently in the 70's (to dispose
of the theory by the State that the hotter
the temperature in the apartment meant a
wanner closet temperature; yet the p o k e
could not tell the exact temperature durmg
the ntght, did not submit Defendant's light
bill, and wuld not get around our testimony
of either the door being open while the
first four policemen investigated the site or
that Defendant often turned off the thermostat when he left, or that the ~ o l i c may
e
have turned the device up for their own
purposes);
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11. That the chld wuld have died 4-12
hours before getting to the hospital, but a
more defuute time could have been established but a slmple potassium test was not
done;
12. There was absolutely no prwf of any
previous abuse to either of the Defendant's
children;
13. That Defendant adored his baby son,
and took as good of care for him that he
thought was best, including a 20-minute
videotape showing the child's first and only
Chriitmas wlth hls family;
14. That the chief homicide detective
knew what SIDS was, but insisted that the
M.E. not make such a fmdmg for the cause
of death;
15. That the medical examiner has
testtfied for the State in some 70 cases
involving murder and homicide, but never
for an accuscd; that such M.E. did not find
any physical proof of abuse on the body; that
no lab tests were completed or performed
on the child's clothing or involving the
carpet stains because it "cannot be done"
(which is not t r u e a n y university cando
the testmg); and that in this case, there were
more symptoms for SIDS than asphyxia;
that SIDS is a real cause of death that
snatches up young babies wtthout explananon; that many articles and presentations
are done with SIDS in medical semtnars;
that she was well aware of SIDS; that
asphyxia can be accidental; that she did not
go to the apartment to see the site personally,
even though she admitted w the fact that the
environment is an important factm in a SIDS
case; that the child probably died in aperiod
of no more than 5 minutes;
16. That the medical examiner admitted
that a cause of death by SIDS would negate
a homtcide case; and that there were more
symptom of SIDS here than Asphyxia;
17. That a DNA "expert" from the
wunty examiner's offtce tested the sleeping
bag, outside on the comer (not fmding any
evldence or DNA to the child, as well as a
large piece of the inside tested, resulting in
no presence of DNA from the child (which
destroyed the State theory that the child was
even wrapped m the sleeping bag, as first
projected by the detective).
'At least four times, I approached wttnesses to demonstrate how the sleeping bag
was used, found or tested. I sat on the floor
of the cramped courtroom, allowlng the
Defendant or DNA witness to show me
testing sites or the position of the baby. Each
time a demonstmtion was performed, the
jury seemed to jump out of the box, and lean
into our space, so I knew they paid attention.

My summation was emotional and
succinct. All the evidence pointed to an
accidental death caused by SIDS. The jury
deliberated for some thirty minutes or so,
came out, and acquitted my client. Overall,
they told me that my client did not act
criminally, even though he was not ustng
common sense to putting hts child down fbr
the night.

VII. AFTERTHOUGHTS
We all have cases with difficult facts to
explain. I always thought that a sohd and
open-minded jury would not have to like
my chent's parenting skills, but would only
have to be open to the idea that hrs acts did
not rise to crlmmal liability. This case
showed me that no matter how much the
State has against us in personnel, research
capabilities, witnesses, experts, and the like,
that good old fashioned common sense,
humanization of the accused, informative
cross-examination, and a simple defensive
theory will give you success.
1 leave you wlth my ftnal argument, to
let you see that this little David slayed
Gohath.

For final argument see Members Pages
of TCDLA web site at:www.tcdIa.com
DandSnllerhas
been trying crtmmal
cases for 10 years,
and runs a general
practice in Howton
concentratingon
aimind defense
cases.
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by Annabelle W. Hall

I. INTRODUCTION
A bzognize Some Very Strong Emotional
Currents that Interfere wlth the Needed
Aggressive Approach to the Defense of
Child Abuse.
1. C h i sexual abuse does happen. It
has happened from the beginning of time.
It is ugly and can seriously damage or even
destroy the life of the abused child.
2. Our western culture abhors child
sexual abuse, with many groups advocating
the death penalty for cases involving incest.
3.These factors create much tension
between our human feelings and our belief
in the innocence of our dienrs.
ON THE ONE HAND8
a. We as human beings want to
believe children.
b. We as human beings have a
fiercely protective love for all children.
c. As members of soclety we feel a
need to protect children.

ON THE OTHER HAND!
a. As layers we have represented
many innocent men (and an occastonally
woman) who are falsely accused by the same
children we love and want to protect.
b. We have heard ofmany seemingly
"open and shut" child abuse cases that
rightfuIly crumble and fall apart when
pursued aggressively. The clients are truly
innocent.
c. Your gut tells you that m rhis case
you hold the life of an innocent person in
your hands, and your hands alone.

-

ON THE OTHER HAND:

a. Many traditionalavenuesof crossexamination work marginally, at best, with
children.
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b. A good "leading questions only" Berkowia, MD.,
John McCann, M.D., etal.,
cross-examination fureher manipulates, Year Book Medical Publishem, Inc., 1989.
coaches and contamina&&e child. How
(4) Dorhd's Illustrated Medical
can you tell the jury thatchildrenshouldn't D k h m y , W.B. Saunders Company
be questioned like this, and then do it
(5) Child Development:
yourself? Your credibility with the jury
a ) Jean Piaget, The Chzld's
conflicts with the desire to do a traditional Conception of Movement and Speed,
cross-examination of the young child.
Ballantine Books, New York, 1986; Jean
All of thesefactors create a high fear level Piaget, The Child's Conception of Time,
in the defense ofchild abuse cases ingeneral Ballantine Books, New York, 1986; Jean
and in the cross-exammat~onof the child Piaget, The Consauction of R d t y in the
nilmess in particular.
Child, Ballantine Books, New Yo& 1986.
(6) Chld Psychology:
B. Questions Jurors Want Answered.
a ) Child held Hosrage Denling
In debriefing jurors, they frequently say with P~og~ammed
and Brainwashed Chldren,
that they wanted answers to these ques- Clawar, Stanley S., PhD., C.C.S. and
tions throughout the trial. In the cross- Bynne V. Rivlin, M.S., Section of Family
examination,you arereally asking questions Law, American Bar Association; The
as the alter ego of the jury. If you fail to Battered Chifd, Kempe, C. Henry and Ray
answer the questions they want answered, E. Helfer, University of Chicago Press; The
you lose. Incorporate answers to these Suggestibility of Children's RecoUections
queshons in the cross exam of the child.
Implication for Eyewitness Tertimony, Doris,
1.Why would a child lie about sexual John, editor, American Psychological
abuse?
Associarion.
2. How can a child know so much
(7) Docror Spock or similar book
about sex if she hasn't been abused!
that you can fuld in any bookstore. This
3. Children dotl't/can't lieabout sexual helps me as a quick reference for what slulls,
abuse, do they1
physlcal characteristics, emotional and
4. Why would a ch~ldmake this up!
developmental levels I can expect from a
5. If it were made up, the child could child at a given age.
not keep up a lie for so long, could she?
There are many fine texts in all of the
above areas. Thesecertainly are not the only
C. Where to Lean About Childrenin ones. I have included titles so that if you
Preparation for the Cross+Examination:
need a starting point, you'll have some of
1.You must become an expert in young the basics. I could not adequately defend
children.
against an accusation of duld abuse without
a. Buy and read a textbook in each a good working knowledge of most of the
of the following areas:
above texts.
(1) Pediatrics: Nelmn. T d o k o f
2. If you lack personal experience with
Pediacrin, W.B. Saunders Company.
young children, get the experience by
(2) Gray'sAmtomy, Lea & Febiger watching and talking to:
(3) Color Attar of Child Serual
a Similar aged children;
Abuse, Chadwick, David, M.D., Carol D.
b. Successful school teacher, sports

-

coaches, scout leaders, parents, religious
school teachers, and camp counselors.
c. Spend time with children so you
can see first hand what httle people are all
about. How?
(1) Babysit;
(2) Volunteer in a classroom;
(3) Help coach a chlld's sports
team;
(4) Teach a children's class at
church;
(5) Go to parks, little league
games, and just watch.
3. You must finally become an expert
on the chlldlren involved in your case.
a. Interview the child!!! Unless
there are legal prohlbitions,try wlth all your
might to have someone from the defense
talk with the ch~ld.You can be present, but
don't become the investigator. It is unwue,
dangerous and wlll eventually end up with
you bemg a witness in your client's case.
(1) THERE ARE NO excuses for
not trying vigorously to intervtew the child,
i.e. We can't do that in my jurisdtctlon; no
one ever lets me do it, so why waste time
trying.
(2) The following types of people
have allowed the defense to interview the
chddren in cases in which I have been
counsel:
a) Mothers.
b) Fathers.
C) Guardians.
d) Foster parents.
e) Social workers.
f) Law Enforcement.
g) Prosecutors.
(3) Have I failed to secure an
mntewiew?Yes, many times, probably more
often than not.
(4) Where 1 have succeeded,
children have given me the testimonv
needed to wm.

EXAMPLE: Mother brought her
four year old to my office. My
investigator videotaped and I
watched in disbelief as the mother
told her daughter to tell the story
that Daddy (my client) touched
her pee pee. The child did. The
mother then told her child to tell
the story that Daddy raped her.
The chlld did. The mother then
told the little girl to tell the story
that Daddy did nothing at all to
her. She did. The girl was able to
explain the cues she and her

mother had practiced so she would
know what to say, depending on
how mad Mommy was at Daddy.

Consider conceding a chlld's fear of live
testimony in return for a v ~ d e otaped
deposition (taken maybe a week or so m
advance of trial) Your record on appeal 1s
shot for this issue, but if you win, the record
doesn't matter much. If the rewrd for appeal
1s vltal, perhaps you can't consider this
option.

b. Revtew child's recordeschool,
athletics, after school programs, religious
activities, anything you can find.
c. Review medical records-well
child pediatric records, all records of
hospttaltzations, mother's matemlty and
B. Child's Courtroom - Whether llve or
child's brrth records.
vldeo, a chtldmust be able to communtcate
d. Interestefmd out all you can for you to cross examine well. A large
about the child's interests. This will provide courtroom with adult-smd furntture and
some of the material you need for cross space overwhelms a child and lnhiblts
examination.
wmmunicauon.
e. Fanuly dynamics--the structwe
1. Find some small tables and cham.
of the famlly and how well or dysfunctional Put them in a location that makes a "minl
it operates will tell you a good deal about a set" for the child tn the courtroom m whtch
child's need for the attention given to these he can feel a. bit more comfortable.
2. Put all physical dutractions out of
reach. Boxes of Kleenex, penctls, and the
water pitcher that is sure to be spilled just
as you reach a cntical point, all must go.
3. Perhaps take the child's testimony
in a roomsmaller and safer for the chlld than
the courtroom.
C. Take Breaks Often.
1. Twenty (20) to thirty (30) mrnutes
is all a child can handle a t once. When the
chtld can't pay attentton any more try this:
a You look llke you have ants in your
pants and you're doing the hoogte dance,
how about a break?
b. Will a recess help you to be able
to sit?
c. You l w k fresher after the recess.
d. You seem happier for hav~ngbeen
given a break.
e. I'm glad your ready now to talk
with me some more.

child accusers. Pay dose attention to the
problems peculiar to the family; ~t 1s nor
enough to know that the famlly has
problems. I am always tnterested in the
family system of rewards and punishment,
not only for chlldren, but for the adults as
well.

'11. THE SETTING FOR
CROSS-EXAMINATION:
LIVE OR VIDEO!

-

A. Prosecution Research reveals that
there are more not guilty verdicts with video
testimony than with live testimony. Their
hypothesis is that video testimony blunts
much of the emotional impact of the child.

Let the child'know that you are concerned. You want to encourage theludge to
take these frequent breaks, and this feedback
wlllhelp. Subtly, you show that youcontrol
the tempo of the courtroom and the case.
The earlier in the case the chld testdies,
the more important this subtly becomes.
D. Disciplining the Unruly Child
Witness.
1. Prepare m advance to discipline the
child on the wimess stand. An unruly child
will interfere wlth the presentanon of your
evidence. You cannot allow that to happen.
The following have worked well for me. I
used these phrases with my own chlldren
and with my students durrng my teachmg
days.
a. I see you're not paying attention.
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b This is important,youmust listen.
C. Impact of the Defense of Conc. We need for you to take a time tamination on the Cross- Examination of
out and come back when you can behave. the Child:
d. We don't allow spitting here and
1. Most often, the child truly believes
nobody likes that behavior.
that slhe has been abused.
e. That's not funny .stop that.
2.The coumoom atmosphere wit1 be
f. Give a stem look with your hands ugly and tension high after child's direct
on your hips.
examination,and now youstand up to cross2. Show the jury the child's reaction examine. This atmosphere affectsyou as the
to negative sanctions (the flip side of a need lawyer too. Change it as quickly as you can.
for praise.) This is BIG STUFF if interviewers have "punished" a child at all for IV. CROSS-EXAMINATION
refusing to disclose abuse. If so:
A. Beginning: You must break the
a. Look for the opportunity to tension anderase theuglinessbefore you can
dwxipline (and to show jurors that the child accomplish anything.
obeys you after discipline) and JUMP on it.
1. Lighten it up.
Make sure to get child's reaction on the
Let the child talk about pleasant things
record.
(from your investigation you know them.)
b. Use the disciplinary tactics used You set the emotimal atmosphere now by
by the interviewer when you can.
being upbeat, positive, and smiling. Show
that YOU look forward to this, and so should
3. Remember to compliment child the child and the jury.
when behavior is better.
a. You're sitting in your chair very
EXAMPLE: I hear you're a good.
well now. Thank you.
baseball player. Can you tell me
something you like about baseball.
E. Don't Forget to Get Important NonVerbal Evidence on the Record.
EXAMPLE: 1 see from the quesCrying, tantrums, laughing, the sillies,
tions you just answered that you
pouting, jumping around, hitting judge over
like to sing. Tell me somewhere
the head with doll, hitting defense attorney
interesting that you have sung with
over the head with doll, long pauses, shrugs,
your choir.
nods, playing with toys instead of answering
questions.
This does more than just settle down a
child witness. It tells the child, (and the
111. WHAT'S YOUR DEFENSE? j u ~ that:
)
A. Contamination: If beaver live at the
you know the child;
watershed, there will be Giardia lamblia
you have been listening;
bacteria wntaminatingthe entire length of
you are interested
the stream.
Choose two or three ropics that the child
Similarly, once children have been will want to talk about. You'll know when
"taught, coached, manipulated" into
broken the ugly atmosphere and that
believing that they have been sexually it's time to move on.
abused, the contamination follows for the
b. Play games-If the child is having
duration of the case. Children are trapped difficulty settling in (this can happen when
by the system deslgned to contmue a case, the child knows that "it is the OGRE
even in view of horrendous contamination. DEFENSE'S turn to grill and humiliate me
now!')
B. Patental Alienation Syndrome: (a
EXAMPLE.- I see something on
specific type of contamination in Family
the witness desk that is black.
Law cases) Dr. Richard Gardner of New
, What is it?
York City has written quite a bit on t h
subject. In a divorce/ childcustody case, t h
EXAMPLE: There is something
will most often be the defense. Learn it well.
The Parental Alienation Syndrome and the
on the witness desk'that rhymes
Differentiation Between Fabricated and
with the word "telephone!' What
is it!
Genuine Child Sex Abuse, Richard A.
Gardner, M.D., Creative Therapeutics,
Don't be afraid toplay two or three times,
1987, 155 Country Road, Cresskill, N]
07626.
as needed for the child to calm down and
begin to smile, or at least give an sign that
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there's a crack in the tension.
2. Show you care for the child-many
jurors and children have told me they felt I
was the person m the courtroom who cared
the most about the well-being of the child.
Jurors often interpret this as the client also
caring about the child too.
B, Establish Who Child Is. Once the
child is comfortable talking, it will be a
natural progression to this category, if you
need it.
1. Physical size and abilities: what can
this child do, and what can't the child do!
read.
care for toilet needs.
open doors.
help with chores.
cross a street alone.
outside activities.
sleep all night m his bed.
play with other kids.
tell a coherent story.
case specific ideas.
You're not to "fish" for this evidence on
cross exam. You know the answers already
(fromyour thorough trial preparation,) and
are using the questioning forum to convey
the defense evidence to the jury.
2. What is the level of the ch~ld's
education!
a. Is the child a reader or not?
b. What type of learner is the child?
How people teach this child (what works
and what doesn't work)?
How does thls child learn and like to learn!
EXAMPLE: Some chiidren are
phonetic (learn by hearing) readers; some learn by sight reading.
Still others must use tactile skills
to learn to read. If you havea child
who learns by hearing and the
child listened to the contamination, it w d have a stronger impact
on the child. That makes your
defense a step stronger.
3. What is the child'spersonality type!
a. Is the child outgoing, shy, serious,
or jovial?
b. Intellectually-Is thechild gifted,
intelligent, average, slow, retarded!
c. Socially-is the child a loner,
gregarious, confident, eager to please, a
leader or a follower?

C. What Is the Child's Living
Environment?
1. How is a typical day spent? Cross

examination facts that will help the defense
in this area include stressors on the child,
who cares (or doesn't) care for the child,
how many normal childhood activities the
child witness has, or how lacking they are.
2. What type of housing is provided
for the child!--obviously an overcrowded
living environment will increase the
chances that the child sees adult sexual
activity, either live or through movies,
programs that the child sees because of
cramped quarters. Sleeping and bathroom
arrangements can be very important to a
child's sexual knowledge.
3. How many adults/children live in
the home!--some jurors will acquit for one
reason (child was not abused) and other
jurors will acquit for a separate reason
(someone other than client abused the
child) you cannot afford not to show who
has access to the child. This does not mean
you make this point the focus of the cross of
the child, but you can present the facts
subtly for anyone who needs this to acquit.
It is sometimes vital to show that if the
activity happened there should be corroborating witnesses (and there are none.)
4. On whom does the child depend day
to day?
This is a critically important area of the
cross examination. Do not delve into this
until the atmosphere is right, and the child
is ready. Children want to please adults. A
young child's definition of the truth is what
the adult authority figure believes the truth
to be. Piaget, The Construction of Reality in
the Child. The child wants most desperately
to please the adult authority figure in her
life. Particularly in divorce settings, this
means that the child depends on Mom.
Mom is the "real" accuser of Dad, working
through the child.
Present meticulouslv the relations hi^
between the child's dependence on Mom
and the accusation against the hated "ex."
Children in this setting have put Mom on a
high pedestal and Dad at the lowest level of
Dante's Inferno. You can be assured, then,
that child wimess will speak with glowing
accolades about the wonderful care given
by Mom. Some examples of the dependence:
The Caregivera. Tells bedtime stories.
b. Loves the child when hurt.
c. Fixes meals.
d. Washes clothes.
e. Bandages cuts and scrapes.
f. Cares for the child when sick.
g. Watches child at night.
h. Plays with the child.
Follow up to each point (a through h) by

-

showing that if Mom (or other caregiver)
were not there, the child literallv could not
swive. mallw wonder that the'child falls
in lock step with Mom. Ask questions that
will show that the child knows that "Mama
takes care of me, and ifshe leaves, I amalone."

D. A Child's Knowledge of Sex.
Show the jury the ways the child has
learned about sex.
1. T.V.
2. Movies.
3. Sex education.
4. Child Sexual Abuse education.
5. Knows abused kids.
6. Mom discusses her sex life with or
in front of the children.
This is a good opportunity to set up later
a jury "view" of the sexually explicit material
you can prove the child saw. A child who
has seen the movie Pretty Woman will be

part of the tale, use them in your cross.
examination.

EXAMPLE:
a.Child describes being handcuffed
during abuse.
b. Child describes and draws lock
mechanism for the handcuffs.
c. Child draws barred windows on
the dungeon in which she was held
during the abuse.
This child was given for Christmas,
a month before the allegation, a
stuffed animal called MY FAVORITE MONSTER. My favorite
monster comes with:
a. Handcuffs identical to child's
description;
b. A lock mechanism identical to
the child's drawing;
c. The Monster's cardboard cage is
a dungeon, right down to the shape
of the windows and the bars
covering them.

On cross-examination, first, allow-

Begin your
cross-examination
by talking
about
pleasant things.

able to discuss kissing each other's private
Darts. MTVvideos, and commercials durine
the daytime soap operas give little eyes and
ears far too much sex. Many children are
allowed to watch frankpornography, or it is
left where they can get their hands on it.
You will want t o spend quite a bit of time
on this area of cross should you investigation
bear fruit in this area. Go slowly and
'deliberately. Emphasizingthe importance by
varying the pace of your cross-examination.

E. Where do Fragments of the "Tale of
Sexual Abuse" Come from?
1. Inmaking up a story about sex abuse,
children rely on their life experiences.
2. Find out about these life experiences
in your investigation, and where they form

ing the child to talk about My
Favorite Monster. Second, encourage a description of the locks and
windows Ask the child to draw
them on the wimess stand. You are
in charge of the courtroom. Take
all the time you need. (Make sure
you have the appropriate art
supplies.) Finally, bring out the
monster and with questions let the
child play with the toy on the
wimess stand. This allows a perfect
illustration that play is a fine
activity for young ones, but often
one at odds with reality and the
truth.

E Stressors in Child's Life:
A good chunk of the prosecutor's case in
chief is likely center around the child
suffering from the infamous "Child Accommodation Syndrome," which has been
misguided by Roland Summitt, M.D., or
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
The prosecutor will try to prove that the
child has these diseases because of sexual
abuse. Through the child bring out the
stressors you know are there which will
account for whatever ails the child.
1. Divorce.
2. Death.
3. Poor school performance.
4. Pressure to disclose abuse (day care
)settings).
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5. Racial prejudice.
6. Religious fervor.
7. Foster care.
8. Emotional/physical problems.
9. Can't make friends, or has no
friends.

G. Rewards for Disclosing Abuse:
Interrogators of chldren often fall in to the
trap of tewatding children for disclosing
abuse, and subtlypunishing them for saying
that no abuse happened, The effects on
children are pretty obvious and equally
exculpatory.
1. Prizes, rewardsa. After we talk, you get to go to
McDonalds,
b. A big bowl of Tootsie Roll Pops
in the prosecutors office for the children
c. I'm so proud of youfor saying you
were abused; I know it was hard.
d. Sitting the child on interviewer's
lap and sttoking the child's hair after she
had disclosed abuse. (As an aside this was
highly erotic for the child, further sexualizing her.)
e. Taking all the children who
admitted abuse on a tour of the jail where
pictures of the accused were displayed
behind bars. These children could hardly
contain themselves on the witness stand,
they were so excited to talk about THEJAIL
2. If there is nonverbal evidence, be
sure to talk it into the record.
a. That's sure a biismile on your face.
b. You seem really excitedaboutthat.
c. You like that so much you're
jumping up and down in yoursear, aren't you?
3. Punishment
a. You'renot going anywhere until I
get answers to my questions, now you just
sit down.
b. Other chitdren have told me they
were abused, why can't you!
c. Unless we h i s h our work here, I
can't let you play CandyLand.
d. You don't have ro go to the
batkoom, you need to answer my questions.
e. Interviewer puts hands on child's
shoulders and "sits" the child down in the
chair.
Consider bringing to the courtroom a
duplicate of each treat the child was given.
In some cases, you may have a Halloweensized bag of goodies. Demonstrative evidence enhances the power of the "reward
evidence!'
4. In additim,to using the child to give
this evidence, when the child misbehaves
on the witness stand, use identical methods
(unless tooharsh) to show the strong affect

b
a
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they have on the child.
a. If the interviewer put hands on
hips and looked at the child over his glasses
as a "correction aid," you do the same when
the child acts up.
See Page 7 infra.

The chdd really believes these things to
be true. The jury will belteve that they are
not. You have successfully demonstrated
that the child is not telting the truth, but
not lying in the adult sense of the word
either.

H. Watch for Key Prosecution Phrases
repeated in rote fashion by the child.
1. Adult language, memorization,
catch phrases.
a. This means you must know each
phrase by heart, and be able to Iocate it
qutckly Call the language to the child's
attention-I see that you said...
(1) '4 was penetrated vaginally."
Those are big words, aren't they?
(2) Every time you talk about
school, you use the same words, did you
know that?
2. Don't allow the child to explain why
she uses adult language (for the same reason
you don't allow an FBI agent to explain on
cross examination) but you do want to
present evidence that the child is being
"fed" a story.
a. ie. I have PTSD. I was penetrated
rectally.
b. My those ate grown up words,
aren't they!
c. I see a 6-year-old knows some big
adult words, You sure can learn big words,
can't you?
3. Next discuss wtth the child the
places he learns new ideas.
a. School.
b. Friends.
c. Adults.
d. Doctors, counselors.
e.T.V., movies, fiimstrips at school.
(Discover and then watch the sex abuse
education films the child has seen to look
for these "catch phrases!' A good deal of
the child's tale may comefrom these films.)

J. Show the attention given the child
because he alleged abuse.
Do this by going over, pomt by point each
time the child was s~ngledout for special
treatment (whether the treatment was good
or bad.)
1. Document -the number of t h & the
The te&Msdon't
cluld talked to auxt~lselm.
2. Prove the treats gtven the child m
the context of this case. As you document
them during your preparation, you'll be
surprised at the number ofueats. Each one
further contaminatesthe child and concertizes in the child's mind that all the adults
believe the abuse to be true, so it must be.
Consider introducing into ev.I'd ence a
duplicate of each treat the child received.
Sometimesyou will havea Halloween-sued
sack of goodies.
3. Count up the times the chld got
to talk with grown ups, where the regular
kids didn't.
4. Highlight the importance of tape
recording, or video taping of the interviews
to the chtld. The recorders document abuse;
when the child talks about regular old stuff,
there are no cameras or recorders.
5. Reveal the special arrangements
thatwere made for the child to go to doctors,
counselors, the courthouse to talk about
abuse. Those special arrangements weren't
made for the regular kids.
6. Point out the special privileges
given the child as an abuse victim:
.He does not have to go to bed
on ttme.
She can miss school.
He gets out of doing chores.
She gets to sleep with Mom.
He has an alarm system in his
room.
She got new clothes or toys
(because the old ones reminded her of
abuse.)

-

-

-

-

-

1. Explore the Child's Feelings for Role
Players in the Case and Strength of the
Child's Feelings.
1. Hates Father We never do anything fun.He never givesme presents I like.
All are negative.
2. Adores Mother I love my mother
'more than anyone, She is alwaysntceto me.
K. The Under-Interviewed Child
All the presents she gives me are just what
1. Fear of Over-Interviewing, the use
I wanted. All are positive.
of leading quedons, or not bemg qualified
3. Teachers (for Day-care cases) All to questton a child can lead to not asking
the teachers are mean.We don't ever learn the child enough questions.
anything, The teachers don't know how to This phenomenon is a reactton to the
teach. We always have bad food. We never success of contamination as a defense in
have recess at school; we have to work all child abuse cases. In suchcases, once a child
the time.
gives a response that he has been abused,

-

-

-

examination?
1. NEVER, NEVER, NEVER repeat
"the abuse" just for the sake of repeating it.
In fact, absent a VERY strong fact that you
must have to win, you gain nothing by
questioning in this area. You concretize the
prosecution case Yon further contaminate
the child. You fail as Perry Mason. You talk
dirty, and it sounds dirty.
2. What do you ask about!
EXAMPLE:The little girl said her
If you decide you've got a *winner" of a
Daddy broke her leg.
fact, bring out just that fact, don't go over
the whole abuse allegation.
a. The only questions asked were:
a. Physical Impossibilities.
The child says "He took me to the
(1) Who hurt your leg? My Daddy
did.
moon. He took me to Las Vegas" (a four
(2) How did you hurt your leg?My hour round trip, when the child was at
Daddy broke it.
school only 2 112 hours.)
b. The child claims that he did it 20
(3) Did your Daddy hurt your leg
in the car?Did your Daddy hurf your leg m
the bathtub?Yes. Yes.
b. The crucial questionswere those not
asked:
(1) Who were you playing wrth
before the car and the bathtub?
(2) Wherewere you before the car
and the bathtub?
(3) What were you doing before
the car and the bathtub!
c. The Investigation.
(1) Through investigation, we
knew of the door incident and that the child
remembered and would talk freely about
"the door". With the under-interviewed
child case, don't go on a hunt and peek
expedrtion, and certainly not in fmnt of a
jury. You know the answers before youallow
the opportunity.
d. Opportunity to talk.
(1) After the above preparation.
this chrld has only to be given the o p every time,
c. She says, "I put my finger up his
portunity to talk. You control the cirpenis, all the way to my hand."
cumstances.
d. She says, "I put my penis (female
When interviewed properly the child
disclosed that she had been playingoutside wimess) inside hi penis (maledefendant.)"
e. He swears as true that "I saw him;
with the bii girls. She ran in the front dwr
and caught her leg between the door and its he pulled out a boy's hem." (This came
threshold. She fell forward on her little straight from Harrison Ford's Tempk of
rummy and twisted her leg. She kicked at Doom.)
d
f. The.boy said, "He put a big stick
the door to free her leg. Then her leg h
and she couldn't walk no morq she had to down my mouth and i t came out my
crawl.
bottom." (The chrld has no physical
Notabene: We interviewed this childwith *damage.)
the blessing of her foster mother. The
g. The girl told an eager teacher that
prosecution did not know this until shortly "He put a baseball bat inmy peepee (female
before the ~idwtapedde~ositionofthechildwitness.)" This chid had a normal vaginal
wh~chwe had previously stipulated would exam.
3. Prror Inconsistent Statements.
be recerved in evidence,
If your evidence code require confronting
the witness with prior inconsistent stateL. The Allegation:
What to do with it on the child's cross ments as a prerequisite to the admission of
there are no more quesions asked. The
context ofthe allegation;whether there was
a misperception by the ch~ld;the lack of
corroborating information are all lost
because of a failure to ask enough questions.
If you have an innocent client, and if the
child is given the fair oppormnity to tell the
whole story soon enough, you may strike
pure gold.

extrmic evidence these statements, then
you have no choice but to do so if you need
the prior statements to win.
4. Dierences from Another Child's
Testimony.
If another child's story is different in a
significant way, then you want to highlight
JUST the differences. This can set up your
expert's testimony, and the use of charts to
show rhe differences that should nor be
there if the abuse happened.
5. Demonstrate the Child's Vulnerability to the Suggestion of Adults,
a. Establish who the child feels tells
her "the truth!'
b. Show how adults"teach"chi1dren
about abuse via questioning. (This is to
counter the prosecution argument rhat,
absent abuse the child would not, could not
know this much about sex.)
c. Use only questioning techniques
that you can prove the interviewer used.
d. Use only contaminating techniques youfanprovewereusedonchildincwz
e. Use only language you can prove
the child used.
f. Be fair.
g. Underplay rather than overplay.
EXAMPLE: Select a topic the
child knows nothing about, such
as photosynthesis, osmosis, or free
radical scavengers. By questioning
thechild about the subject onuoss
examination, you inevitably teach
the chdd. Once you have asked
enough questions about the new
topic, allow the child to "feed
back" what he has learned. ie.
"Can you tell everyone how osmosis works!"
This allows you to show the contamination inherent in thequestioningprofess.
BUT,it does so in a setting not entangled
in the ugly sex stuff. The child is treated
well, andenjoysthe cross examination. You
look like the good guy.
Be sure that you use thesametechniques,
and question styles that the child's questioners did. It must be a fair scenario, one
that is underplayed rather than overplayed.
h. Show throughexamplethat what
may appear to be "spontaneous disclosures
of abuse" or "correcting the interviewer" by
the child (and thereforemore reliable) are
not really spontaneous or corrections at all.
The are justregurgitations ofa tale the child
already knows too well.
EXAMPLE: Choose a story, poem,
song that the child knows well. Then
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tell it to the child via questioning.
Intentionally leave out a stanza or
changing a word. (Use only the
techniques that the child interrogators
used, so you're fair.)
ie. Mary had a little lamb
Its fleece was RED as &ow ...
1.2 budde my shoe,

3,4 shut the door, ...
9,10a big fat hen!
Good story tellers love to amuse the
little ones by changing their favorites,
just a little. The children laugh with
delight as they catch the adult in a
mistake. But clearly, "correcting the
intemiewer" that:
the fleece was WHITE as snow
or spontaneously offering that:
'4,6pick up sticks,
7,8 lay them straight" comes before
9,10a big fat hen!
is nothing more than the child regurgitating what she already knows. It
takes some powerful prosecution
evidence and makes it as meaningless
as it really, truly is. The added advantage is that the child enjoys the
cross examination. The jury sees the
obvious. You're the good guy. An ugly,
tense atmosphere becomes light.

something she sees in the photograph. After a bit, ask the child to
disclose something NOT in the
photograph.

for the child. You accomplish this by ending
on an upbeat note. The prosecution will
become the bad guy, and loses tremendous
momennun if he rehashes the abuse. You
may avoid the redirect re-examination of
Encourage the child to say things are in the abuse allegation, and gain increased
the picture that inrealityare not rhere. Use contml of the courtroom.
(as before) the same contaminating techniques the interviewersused toget the child
C. Prepare Several Endings in Advance.
to disclose abuse. You must be fair.
Children are unpredictable little critters.
During your cross, you wlll have to be
EXAMPLE:The other children
flexible enoughto move to an areasuggested
told me they saw a bluebird in the
by the child. Sometimes thw will ruin your
picture.
ending, if you have only r re pared one. So
You ate a good thinker. Think real
prepare several happy endrngs in advance.
hard and see if you can't remember
In case you use up one idea in an earlier
a bluebird.
area of cross examination, you won't be
Did you see the bluebird with its
stuck. h
mouth open like this!
The truth for the child will be (a la
Piaget) what I, as thecross-examiner,expect
the uuth to be. I convey with my questioning that there are more things in the
photograph than there really are. The child
adopts my truth and says things are in the
photograph which are not. The jury sees
that the child is not telling the truth, but
the child is not lying in the adult sense of
the word. The &Id is just being a child.

V. ENDING THE CROSS
EXAMINATION

\

i Show that the child witness wants

A. End on a Positive, Good Note for

to do well, to please the questioner,
regardless of the truth.

the Child. You want thechld to be smiling

EXAMPLE: Show the child a
photograph, displayedas a slidefor
the iurv. Ask the child to tell

and happy with a feeling that he has done
verv well answerine
auestions.
-vour
,

B. Goad t h e Prosection into not
retumine the couruoom into an uelv scene

YOU CAN OFFER HOPE AND INSPIRATION
TO PRISONER'S AND THEIR FAMILIES!
Jack Canfield, CEO of Chicken Soup Enterprises (www.chickensoup.com).
wants to give away free 250,000copies of "Chicken Soup For The Prisoner's
Soul" to inmates and their children.

C3Institute is the non-profitthat Jack has designatbd to raise the funds
necessarythat will make this goal a reality.
,

Please send your tax-deductible donation (and your ideas) to:
C3lnstiie (Creating Conscious Community)
P.O. Box 82507
Austin. Texas 78707
512-447-2970 Phom
512-989-3663 Fax
info@c-cubed.org.
Please wiie Chicken Soup on your check.

Annabelle W.Hall is a
nationally recognized
defense speciafist in child
sexual assault and
" s h baby" cases. She
addresses problems plaguingsex abuse cases which
also infect the so-called
"re,.,,,,
mory" or "created memory"
cases. She wars h i n t e d as Iaurue* Rewesentative for ~ o r k m
Nevada to-the l'jnth
Circuit Jtuiidnl Conference whme she is on
the Pro Bono and Prisono Litigation Committees. She is a member ofthe American Trial
LnWYers Associntion, Nevada Trial Lawyms
Assoc-iation and on the Bomd of Directors of
NACDL.

..,
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Bill #
S 33

H R 906

I

Sponsors

1 Thurmond(R) & 2

I Other ~epublicans I is abilities A Ct ~o prisoners.
I Conyers (D) & 37 1 Gives voting rights back t o ex-prisoners.
Other Democrats
Rangel (D) and 33
other Democrats
Strickland (D) with
90 ~ e m o c k t sand
Republicans

H R 1681
H R 1053
S 250
S 855

HR 2594

I
What Bill Does
I Repeals the application of the Americans with
I Crack Cocaine Equitable Sentencing- Act
I
I Prohibiui further privatization of federal

prisons and makes a similar prohibition a
condition for states receiving grants t o build
prisons.
Civil Asset Reform Act-places the burden of
Hvde fR) and 59
proof of criminal activity on the government,
~ i ~ u h ; a n s and
provides indigent with counsel, and provides
Democrats
compensation for damage.
14 year olds can be tried as adults. Could be
Hatch (R) & 10
Republicans and
negotiated with HR 150 1. May fail t o pass due
1 t o gun control amendments t o the Bill.
Democrats
I Like S.254 above, a huge, comprehensive bill.
Hyde (R) and
Includes provision that-a 14-~ear
old can be
~ c ~ o i l u(R)
m
I tried as an adult.
Gregg (R), Chair of ( Does not appropriate the usual 500 million for
~ ~ S ~ r i a t i o n grants t o states t o build more prisons.
Comm.over Dept. of
justice.
Waters (D) and 23
Concentrates federal resources aimed at the
other Democrats
. prosecution of drug offenses on those offenses
that are major.
Frank (D) and 18
Repeals prohibition on persons convicted of
other Democrats
drug offenses from receiving student financial
aid.
Hatch (R) and 3
Repeals provision of last Congress that
other Republicans
requires federal prosecutors t o abide by ethics
I in the states where they are assigned.
I Leahy. (D)
I Repeals above in federal court, but not in non. .
court activities.
Strickland (D)
Provides grant money to counties for mental
health diversion courts.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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The Writ Of Habeas Corpus Shall Not Be Suspended
But It May Be Limited:

-

Post#ConvictionWrits
of Habeas Corpus in Capital Cases:
Recent Amendments and Practice Zps
By Rita J . Radostitz
n the last session, the Texas Legislative
adopted HB1516, which amended
icle 11.07 1. Legislative counsel wrote
the bill in cooperation with Judge McCormick. Although there were a number of bills
drafted by various members of the defense
bar, and some of the language in HB 1516
comes directly from those drafu, the final
language included in the bill was that
approved by the Court, and only that
language approved by the Court. Consequently attorneys appointed to represent
defendants sentenced in capital cases must
proceed carefully. This article highlights the
Legislative changes and provides practice
tips and resource people to provide assistance in post conviction writs of habeas
corpus.

I,

only for the first $25,000 worth of compensation but is specifically authorized to pay
more than that if it so desires.' See Art.
11.071 P2A.
3. Appointment In Federal Court: As in
the current statute, counsel who is appointed in state court must, within 15 days after
relief is denied, move to be appointed in
federal court, or move for the appointment
of different counsel in federal court. The
new section requires counsel to file a copy
of the motion seeking federal appoinnncnt
with
the CCA. and if coum$elfails to do $0.
-~~~
the CCA may "take any action to ensure
that the applicant's right to federal habeas
review is protected, including initiating
contempt proceedings against the attorney."
See Art. 11.071 5 2(e).
~

~~

~

~

~

CHANGES:

4. T h e For Filing Of The Application:
1. Appointment Of Counsel: The auth- The initial calculation of the time for filing
ority for the actual appointment of counsel of the application has not changed. (180
has moved from the Court of Criminal days from appointment or 45 days after the
Appeals (CCA) to the convicting court. state's brief is filed on direct appeal, which
The C C A still controls the "list" of ever is later). However, there is now a
"competent" counsel, and will provide the procedure for the granting of an extension
convicting court a list of names from which of time: 1) the motion must be filed and
counsel may be appointed. That list has ruled upon BEFORE the expiration of the
already been made available to the trial initial time; 2) good cause must be shown;
courts, and is listed on the CCA's web site 3) notice of the motion must be given to
[www.cca.courts.state.tx.us]. If someone the district attorney; and 4) either party may
wants to be added to that list, he or she must request a hearing o n the motion. The
contact the CCA for an application. See ,convicting court can only grant one
Art. 11.071, 5 2(b-d).
extension of up to 90 days. See Art. 11.071
94( a d
2. Payment Of Counsel: The convicting
court also has the obligation to "reasonably" 5. Untimely Applications: If no appcompensate counsel for time, expenses and lication is filed by the deadline estab-lished
expert assistance. The county is obligated in Section 4 (a) or (b), the convicting court
to pay counsel, and then is entitled to be has 10 days in which to send to the CCA
reimbursed by the State for such com- and the district attorney a copy of the
pensation. The county can be reimbursed untimely application, or a statement that
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no application was filed within the applicable time period, and any applicable orders
by the convicting court. See Art. 11.071
54(d). Then, the CCA will issue an order
to show cause as to why the application was
filed late or was not filed. The CCA then
has three options: 1) find that good cause
has N O T been shown and dismiss the
application; 2) permit counsel to continue
to represent the applicant and establish a
new filing deadline which cannot be more
than 180 more days; or 3) appoint new
counsel and establish a new filing deadline
which cannot be more than 270 days after
the date of appointment. The CCA may
hold counsel in contempt for failing to
timely file the application, and each day that
it is late can constitute a separate instance
of contempt. The CCA can also enter an
order denying compensation under Section
2A. See Art. 11.071 94A(b-e).
6. New Counsel For Those Who Failed
To File Writs Before September 1, 1999:
In a special section that will apply only to a
handful of cases, the statute requires the
CCA to appoint counsel for any applicant
who filed an untimely application or failed
to file an application prior to September 1,
1999. Thenew attomey will be given up to
270 days to file the application and will be
corn-pensated by the convicting court. See
Section 4A(f).

7. Successor Writs: Essentially the standard is the same, however the amendments
clarify that an amended application that is
filed after the deadlines established in
Section 4 (a) or (b) is to be treated as a
successor application. All successor
applications are handled initially by the
CCA, not the convicting court. See Art.
11.071 5 5(a)(b) and (0.

8. Time For State's Answer: The State
now has 120 days in which to fileits answer,
and can get an extension of another 60 days.
However, the court may not permit the state
to "file an answer later than the 180th day"
after the "state receives notice of issuance
of the writ." See Art. 11.071 §7(a).
9. Hearings: If the convicting court finds
that there are previously unresolved issues
of fact, a hearing shall be held. The hearing
must be held within 30 days of the order
designating the factual issues, and the court
cangrant a motion to postpone but "not for
more than [another] 30 days" and only if
the court states "on the record, good cause
for the delay." See Art. 11.071 §9(b).

10. Effective Date: The new provisions
apply only t o applications filed after
September 1, 1999. The CCA will still be
authorizing payments for cases in which the
C C A made ehe appointment prior to
September lst, and the filing deadlines for
the applicant and the State are the old ones
if the appointment was made prior to
September 1st.
PRACTICE TIPS

1. Appointment: If you want to be appointed to a capital post conviction case, you
must get on the list approved by the CCA.
Contact George Miller in the Clerk's office
to obtain an application.
2. Payment: Although the cap of $25,000
may sound like a lot of money, it is wholly
insufficient to competently represent a
death sentenced inmate in post conviction
proceedings. The $25,000 is to cover all
experts, investigative expenses and attorney
time and expenses. You must create a record
showing that not only is the funding
insufficient, but it places the attorney in a
position of conflict of interest any money
paid to an expert or investigator is money
that will not be paid to compensate counsel.
In order to preserve this issue for Federal
Court, counsel must request further funds,
and fullv document what could not be done
due to lack of funding. Because claims which
could have been, but were not presented in
state post convtction pro-ceedings will be
barred from review in Federal Court, a full
investigationof the case must be completed.
The inadequatefunding will likely prevent
that especially if there are factual disputes
requiring a hearing. For further assistance
and information about how to protect your
record and preserve the issues for federal

-

-

court, please contact Jim Marcus at Texas
Defender Service (713-222-7788) or Mandy
Welch (713-523-2299).

3. Time For Filing The Application: In
addition to understanding exactly when
Article 11.071 requires the application to
be filed, you must also be aware that there
is a one year federal statute of limitations,
and you must under-stand how the filing of
the state application impacts the federal
statuteof limitations2.See 28 U.S.C. § 2241
et. seq. It is very unlikely that you will be
able to complete your investigation within
the initial 180 days, so you should request
the extra 90 days as soon as you are able to
determine that more time will be necessary.
The amendments seem to require not only
that have you requested your extension
before the initial deadline, but that the
convicting court must grant the extension
before the initial deadline. Therefore it is
important to file the motion early and follow
up to ensure that it is ruled upon promptly.

4. Staying Out Of Jail: As indicated above,
the CCA can hold you in contempt for
failing to file a timely application. They can
also take away any compensation. Thus
calculate the due date carefully, check it
again, and make sure the application is filed
in the convicting court before the due date.
There is no mailbox rule, it must actually
be filed with the clerk prior to the deadline.
If the 180th day falls on a weekend or a
holiday, it would be prudent to file it the
day before, rather than the day after, it is
due. Also, remember that you are required
to file a request for appointment with the
federal court. If you feel that you are not
qualified to be appointed, or don't know
what it would take to be deemed qualified
for appointment, review 21 U.S.C. $848(q).
Feel free to contact Jim Marcus at Texas
Defender Services (713-222-7788) or
Maurie Levin at Texas Capital Defense
Project (512-320-8300) for assistance in
recruiting other counsel to take the case in
federal court, or to assist you if you wish to
remain on thecase'. Either way, you must
file a motion for appointment in federal
,court and file a copy of that motion with
the CCA they can hold you in contempt
if you don't!

-

5. Amendments: You essentially only have
the right to amend your application before
the due date of the applications. Thus, if
the federal statute of limitations is a problem in your case, you may want to seek leave
of the court to file an initial application with

permission to file an amended application
prior to the due date as established under
Section 4 (a) or (b). However, there will be
times when, after you have filed the application and the time has run, you learn information which raises a new claim. You
must file that claim as soon as you discover
it, and it must be filed as a successor application which will be ruled upon by the CCA
rather than the convicting court. If you do
find a new claim which you believe will
meet the successor requirements,you might
file a motion with the trial court to hold
the initial application in abeyance until the
CCA rules on whether the successor application has merit so that you aren't engaged
in piecemeal litigation.

6. The State's Answer: The amendments
give the state only up to 180 days for filing
an answer. Given that some counties have
been taking over two years to answer a writ,
it is important that you track this deadline.
The statute is clear that if an answer is not
filed before 180 days, the court cannot allow an answer to be filed. Thus, you may
then be entitled to judgment as a matter of
law. So, be sure to track the State's due date
just as diligently as you tracked yours.

7. Impact On Federal Habeas Corpus:
Some of these amendments will have an
impact on the applicants federal habeas
rights. It is far beyond the scope of this
article to discuss all the different ramifications of the Antiterrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act. You really must
understand the AEDPA in order to effectively represent a client in state post
conviction as everything you do will have
some impact on federal habeas. I would urge
you to purchase Federal Habeas Corpus
Practice and Procedure, by James S.
Liebman (The Michie Company, 2 vols.).
Other resources include Jim Marcus at Texas
Defender Services (713-222-7788),Mandy
Welch at Burr and Welch (713-523-2299)
and Maurie Levin at Texas Capital Defense
Project (512-320-8300).Each of them have
extensive federal habeas experience and
each has some limited grant money which
allows them to devote a portion of their time
to consult regarding federal habeas issues.
Good luck!
ENDNOTES
The $25,000 cap is not listedin the amendments
to Article 1 1.07 I. but instead ir set forth in the
appropriations bill, and therefore will be binding on
the Cornp-troller's O f k e which will adualty authorize
the payment checks.
Esrentially.the federal statute begins to run ar

'
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soon as the pettion for yrit of certiorari is denied on
direct appeal (or 90 days &er the dired appeal
decision issued if there was no cert petitionfiled) and
stops onE/ after a'%ely' state habear application has
been filed. In other words, ifthe direct appeal has been
decided, during the time when you are preparingthe
state applicatian.the fed& dock is ticking. For further
assistance calculating the federal statute oflimitations,
please contact JimFlarcus or MandyWelch at the
above numbers.
Unlikemost state post condction courts.the
federal statute cantemplates thatthere will be at least
two qualified attorneys representing each death
sentenced habeas pettimer: G i i the complexity of
the AEDPA. and the potential emotional drain of
representing a person thmugh the possibility of
execution. l would urge you to find co-counsel for
federal court

'
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~cc~untability

he fat is in the flames in Austin,
Texas! Visualize apolice department
that is accountable to all of the
~eopleit serves. Visualize a heightened level
)f trust between the police and the comnunities they serve. Visualize asking apolice
~fficeron the stand, who has just denied
nvolvement in any illegal search, why
everal complaints of illegal search have
heady been sustained against him by his
mployer.
Visualize a police offker who has wmnitted a crime facing wimimal prosecution.
The Sunshine Project for Police Ac:ountability, an Austin political action
:ommittee formally established in January,
999, intends to: (1) open city government
ecords and meetings to the public to the
idlest extent allowed under the Texas Public
nformation Act; and (2) establish meanngful civilian oversight of the police
lisciplinaryprocess where police are accused
~fexcessive force or criminal activity.
In the summer of 1998, leaders from the
lustin chapters of the American Civil
.iberties Union (ACLU), the National
issociation for the Advancement of Colored
'eople (NAACP), the League of United
.atin American Citizens (LULAC), the
gational Lawyers Guild (NLG), and local
froups like Austin Copwatch, Citizens
igainst Police Abuse, and the Community
ustice Action Committee, began working
ogether to seek some form of police
~ccountability.The groups hosted a moving
ublic forum in A u p t where victims and
elatives ~f deceased victims of police abuse
poke out. Since that time, interested
lersons from these and other groups have

met regularly to debate solut~onsand talk
with community leadm from every corner
of Austin. Result: the Sunshine Project.
Goal One- Open Government in Austin
The Sunshine Project will achieve its
open government goal by coordinating a
citizen initiative and referendum to amend
the Auson City Charter. The Sunshine
Project is currently gathering thousands of
Austin voter signatures on its petition. By
the end of 1999, the Sunshine Project will
have collected and filed twenty thousand
valid signatures, which will cause the
Sunshme Open Government Charter
Amendment to be put on the May, 2000,
ballot for Austin voter approval.
The full text of the Sunshine Open
Government Charter Amendment is set
forth on our web page

Why Open Government!
A t present, Austin faces a problem that
is common to many U.S. cities - no one
outside of the police polices the police. The
people of Austm have absolutely no way to
see any part of investigations relating to
pohce officers. Both employment-related
investigations and criminal conduct investigations are handled in the dark.
The problem of police brutality and
misconduct in Austin escalated dramaticany
in the 1990s. In the early part of the decade,
the Austin Police Department (APD)
received around 200 complaints per year.
Since then the number of complaints
received by the APD Internal Affairs
Division climbed to nearly 500 in 1997,with
no sign of letting up. With roughly 1000

officers, APD is processing one complaint
for every two officers per year. In most of
these instances, officers arenever disciplined
has no way of assessing who
and the
was accused of what or whether or not
justice was served.
The stories could fill volumes. More
information has come out through various
channels about Johnny Comell, the sewnd
victim in this year's three police-related
deaths in Austin, than inmost cases.Shortly
after the fatal shooting, APD announced
that the shooting officer had shot four
different people and killed two in his career.
As in all three recent fatalittes, APD swfitly
exonerated the officer and passed information to the District Attorney which
resulted in a No Bill. Meanwhile, the
autopsy of Johnny Cornell showed four
bullet entries and only two of them entered
is body. The shooting
through the front of h
officer publicly stated that he approached
the mentally retardedJohnny Cornell, who
had fallen down on all-fours from the first
two shotsthrough the front of his body, and
stood over htm and shot him through the
back and neck because "it looked like he
was getting up".
All people of Austin have a right to know
that they are safe, even from their protectors. Wecan see wmplaints filed against
meter maids. We can even see complaints
filed against Travis County SheriffDeputies.
The ame has come to make the most lethal
city department accountable ta citizens.
The Sunslune Amendment opens many
areas of city government beyond just p o k e
files. By opening more information to the
public, the Sunshine Project gained many
allies acrm the City while ensuring that
such a major effort will effect lasting
significant change in Austin.
How Does the Open Government
Amendment Work With Other Laws?
Historically, cities use two laws to protect
police disciplinary records - The Texas
Public Information Act and the Civil
Servtce Code. Modeled on theTexas Public
Information Act, the Sunshine Open
Governtnmt Charter Amendtncnt max,
imizcs public disclosure under both of thuc
state laws.
The Texas Public Informat~onAct, Texas
Government Code Chapter 552, permits
but does not require cities to close the
pertinent records. TexasGovemmentCode
Section 552.007(a) prov~des:
"This chapter does not prohibit a
governmental body or office for public
mformation from voluntarily making part

or all of its information available to the
public, unless the disclosure is expressly
prohibtted by law or the information is
conftdential under law!'
T h e Sunshine Amendment simply
requires the City of Austin to release
information in each case where it has that
discretion pursuant to Section 552.007(a).
The Texas Civil Service Code, Texas
b c a l Government Code Chapter 143,
requires APD to protect its personnel files
from disclosure. Coincidentally, APD
written pollcies provide that all Internal
Affairs Division files and all Use of Force
Reports areoffic~all~
part of each employee's
personnel file.
Sunshine Amendment Section I (A)(5)
simply alters the APD filing system: 'mhe
records relating to suchcomplaints will not
be considered part of any personnel file."
While the statutes and case law involved
are too complex for full discussion herein,
Sunshine Project workets are available and
welcome a more full discussion of the legal
details. Please contact us through the web
page address below.

The Sunshme Project would like to
recommend changes that will ensure that
habitually violent and abusive officers are
identified andremovedftom thesneets, and
that police officersare subject to the same
level of scrutiny as normal citizens when
accused of committing a crime. In other
words, we seek fairness for the officers and
the c~tizensinboth the employment and rhe
criminal investigations.
Legislative Action

AlthoughtheCombinedLawEnforcement

Associations of Txas (CLEAT) lobbymg
ream was in full force this past legislatwe
session, the two CLEAT-fr1enhlYbills wh~ch
concerned the Sunshine Project the most,
HB 1531//SB 990 and SB 1540//HB 3376,
died.
Via these bills, CLEAT encouraged new
state law which mandated complete destruction of all Internal Aftairs complain@that
did not result in disctplinary actton.
Significantly,a complaint can be found to
be true yet not result in disciplmary action.
Therefore, thispolicywould forever prevent
even future employers from learning wh~ch
Goal Two
Civilian Oversight of rhe wmplaints against a particular officer had
Police Discipliiary Process
been determined to be true. The bills also
The Austin City Council installed two made it clear that severalforms of correctwe
Sunshine Project Steering Committee action are not "disctplinary act~on,"so the
members on its Police Oversight FOCUS sustained complaints and findings in those
Group, and thegroup is makinggreat smdes cases would be destroyed along wtth most
in the explorat~onof c d i a n review. With other police complaim and tnvesttgatlons.
a support staff, an attorney to conduct
The legislative expenence dlustrates
research, and a vigorous meetmg schedule, where CLEAT would like to go. While
the Police Oversight Focus Group has the offering more protection to pollce than any
resources along with the will to increase the othet type ofgovemmental employee, these
trust between the police and other members proposed laws would do a sad disservice to
of the community.
CLEAT'Sreal customers - we the people.
The full text of the group's organic
ordinance is set forth on our web page.
Be Part of This Important Change
The focus group has set a three-phase
Contribute toward national excellence in
schedule and will submit its report and polictng. To Ieam more, please visit the
rcc<)r~l~nend.ttions
to the Austin City Sunshine Project web page early and often:
Council by Novcrnbsr 30, 1999. The first www.sunshieproject.org. (512) 472.0979.
phase is information gathering, the sewnd
is debate and discussion, and the third is Ann del LLaw is a solo family law praetioner
drafting. Two public hearings are part ofthe in Austin. She is past-president of the ACLU
schedule, one set early on and one set later of Central Tws,a foundpr of ~JESunsh~ne
Project for Poke Accountability and sewer,on
in the soluuon building process.
The group has not reached any official the Ausrm Ctty Couml Pokce Ouersight Fom
'conclusions yet. In addition to reviewing Group.
countless newspaper clippings and documents, the group has heard from APD
See
Internal Affairs and Tralning personnel,
WWVII,S"nshineproject,org
other officers and prosecutors, community
for text of charter
leaders, and the public. One or more
amendment and
national condtants w~uvisit,and the group
may decide to travel to see other clvilian
ordinance. , . .,, ,
review systems.
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Stncklerhad not received a fair trial. The Fourth C i i t reversed,
hvldinahehdmccedurallvdefaultedhis Bra& clam by not raising

ADMISSION OF CO-DEFENDANT'SCONFESSION

Lilly, his brother Mark, and Gary Barker were arrested at the end
of a 2day crime spree, during which they, inter alia, stole liquor and
guns and abducted Alex DeFilippis, who was later shot and killed.
Mark told police he stole booze, but claimed that Lilly and Barker
stole the guns and that Lilly shot DeFilippis. When Mark invoked
his Fifth Amendmentprivilege at Lilly's trial, the trial court admitted
his statements as declarationsof an unavailable wimess against penal
interest, overruling objections that statements were not against
Mark's penal interest because they shifted responsibility for the
crimes to Barker and Lilly, and that their admission would violate
the Sixth Amendment's Confrontation Clause. Virginia Supreme
Court found that the Confrontation Clause was satisfied because
Mark'sstatementsfell within afirmly rooted exception to the hearsay
rule, and that the statements were reliable because Mark knew that
he was implicating himself as a participant in numerous crimes 2nd
because the statements were independently corroborated by other
evidence at trial: Held: Admission of Mark's untested confession
violated Lillv's Confrontation Clause riehts. and his Mark's
hearsav statements do not meet the requirements for admission
set forth in Ohio v. Roberts. 448 U.S. 56.66. Case is remanded
to state court for harm analysis.
HARMLESS ERROR RULE APPLIES T O JURY
INSTRUCTION WHICH OMITS ELEMENT OF T H E
OFFENSE: NEDER v. UNITED STATES, 119 SCt. 1827,144
L.Ed.2d; Cert. to Eleventh Circuit (136 E3d 1459); Affirmed in
part, reversed in part, and remanded, 6/10/99. Opinion:
Rehnquist.
Neder was convicted of filing false federal income tax returns
and of federal mail fraud, wire fraud, and bank fraud. Eleventh
Circuit held that District Court's failure to submit materiality
element of tax offense to the jury was error under United Stater v .
Gaudin, 515 U.S. 506, but that the error wassubject to harmlesserror
analysis and was harmless because materiality was not in dispute
and thus the error did not contribute to the verdict. The court also
held that materiality is not an element of a "scheme or artifice to
defraud" ?rider the mail fraud, wire fraud, and bank fraud statutes,
18 U.S.C. § 1341 1342, 1344, and thus the District Court did not
err in failing to submit materiality to the jury. Held: The
harmlesserror rule of Chatmanu. California. 386U.S. 18.avvlies
to a i- instruction that omits an element of an offense. The
error here was not one so intrinsicallyharmful as to require automatic
reversal without regard to their effect on a trial's outcome, so could
be easilysubjected to harm analysis. District Court's failure to submit
the tax offense's materiality element to the jury was harmless error.
Supremes also hold that materiality is an element of a "scheme or
artifice to defraud" under the federal mail fraud, wire fraud, and
bank fraud statutes, as indicated by the text of the statute., The
case is therefore remanded to the Court of Appeals to determine in
the first instance whether the jury instructiy error was, in fact,
harmless.
IN FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY CASE, N O ERROR
WHEN C O U R T FAILS T O I N S T R U C T JURY O N
CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE T O AGREE: JONES v.
UNITEDSTATES, 119 S.Ct. 2090,144 L.Ed.2d370; Cert. to Fifth
Circuit (132 F.3d 232); Affirmed, 6/21/99; Opinion: Thomas
At the sentencing hearing of this federal death penalty case, the
District Court instructed the jury and provided it with four Decision

Forms on which to record its sentencing recommendation. The
court refused Jones' request to instruct the jury as to consequences
of jury deadlock. The jury unanimously recommended death, and
sentence was imposed. Fifth Circuit affirmed. Hdd: Ei&&
Amendment does not require that iurors be instructed as to the
consequences of their failure to aeree. Federal Death Penalty
Act requires judge sentencing when the jury, after retiring for
deliberations, is unable to reach a unanimous verdict. In that event,
sent~ncingdut~
falls upon the District Court pursuant to 18U.S.C.
93594. Eighth Amendment does not require that a jury be
instructed as to consequences of a breakdown in the deliberative
process, because such an instruction has no bearing on the jury's
role in the sentencing process. Moreover, the jury system's very
object is to secure unanimity, and the Government has a strong
interest in having the jury express the conscience of the community
on the ultimate life or death question.
Court also rejects Jones' argument that the instruction pertaining
to the jury's sentencing recommendation, in combination with the
Decision Forms, led to confusion warranting reversal of his sentence
under the Due Process Clause, the Eighth Amendment, and the
Act. Because he did not object, Court is limited to review for
plain error, but here, no error is shown. Even assuming that a plain
error occurred, Jones cannot show that it affected his substantial
rights. District Court admonished the jury not to concern itself
with the effect of a lesser sentence recommendation. Moreover,
assuming jurors were confused over the consequences of deadlock,
he cannot show the confusion necessarily worked to his detriment.
If jurors had not recommended a lesser sentence, they would just
as likely have compromised on life imprisonment as on a death
sentence. Assuming there was any error, it was harmless beyond a
reasonable doubt.
N O EXIGENCY REQUIRED T O SATISFY
AUTOMOBILE EXCEPTION T O EXCLUSIONARY RULE:
MARYLAND v. KEVIN DARNELL DYSON, 119 S.Ct. 2013,
144 L.Ed.2d 442; Cert. to Court of Special Appeals of Maryland;
Reversed, 6/21/99; Opinion: Per Curiam.
The Maryland Court of Special Appeals reversed the conviction,
holding that in order for automobile exception to the warrant
requirement to apply, there must not only be probable cause to
believe that evidence of a crime is contained in the automobile,
but also a separate finding of exigency precluding police from
obtaininga warrant. The state court concluded that although there
was "abundant probable cause," the search violated the Fourth
Amendment because there was no exigency that prevented or even
made it significantly difficult for police to obtain a search warrant.
Held: When the state court found there was "abundant vrobable
cause" that the car contained contraband, this findine alone
satisfied the automobile excevtion to the Fourth Amendment's
warrant reauirement, a conclusion correctlv reached bv the trial
court when itdenied Dvson's motion to suvvress. The holding of
the Court of Special Appeals that the "automobile exception"
requires a separate finding of exigency in addition to afinding of
probable cause is squarely contrary to settled Supreme Court
precedent. Certiorari is granted, and the judgment of the Court of
Special Appeals is reversed.
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Fifth Circuit

it must, over Rule 404(b) & 403 objections,fnd: (1) the evidence
relevant to a material issue other than character, and; (2) the
IN ORDER T O APPEAL UNDER CONDITIONAL PLEA probative value is not substantially outweighed by danger of unfair
AGREEMENT, D E F E N D A N T M U S T EXPLICITLY prejudice, etc. Appellant argues Hernandez is correct because it
SATISFY PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS: USA w. WlSE, was based on CCA precedent: Fielder, 75611306 (CCA 1988) &
179 E3d 184, POCSwlIntent to Distribute; Affirmed, 6/18/1999. Werner, 711//639 (CCA 1989). The State argues that under TRE
101(c) (regarding heirarchical governance of statutes over rules),
Art.
38.36(a) controls, and that Hernandezconflicts with thestatute
Wise pled guilty after the trial court denied his motion to suppress
the evidence, then sought to appeal. Conditional pleas are because it allows all evidence concerning the relationship between
permitted, and this is the usual procedural avenue for preserving the defendant and the victim.
CCA first observes that 3 19.06 and Art. 38.36 are virtually
the defendant's objection to a dispositive. pretrial ruling and
identical,
except that 19.06 applied to all manslaughter prosecutions
obviating the need for a full trial. But conditions to a plea are not
as
well
as
murder. Rule 101(c),providing that a statute controls
to be implied- they must be made in writing, consented to by the
over
a
conflicting
rule, also requires that whenever possible,
prosecution, and approved by the court. See FEV.R.CRIM.PROC.
inconsistencies
between
rules and statutes are to be removed by
ll(a)(2). Furthermore, the plea agreement must explicitly
reasonable
construction.
Held: Art. 38.36(a) and Rules 404(b)
designate particular issues intended to be preserved for appeal. See
and
403
mav
be
harmonized
because aoalication of the rules to
UnitedStates w. BeU, 966E2d914,916 (5thCir. 1992);Unitedstates
)
v. Hausmon, 894 E2d 686,689 (5th Cir. 1990). The requirements
of consent by the government and approval by the court mean not a direct conflict. Moreover, the legislature has not expressly
that there is no absolute right to enter a conditional guilty plea, made the rules inapplicable to the statute, as it has with others.
and neither the prosecution nor the court has any duty to advise a (ie., TCCP 37.07, § 3, and 38.37, § 2, allowing evidence
defendant of the availability of such a ~rocedure.Bell, 966 E2d at notwithstandingTRE 404 6~405.)In 1991, the legislature amended
916; United States w. Daniel, 866 E2d 749, 751 (5th Clr. 1989). the statute to comply with Fielder, and in 1994, 8 19.06 was
Held: Court concludes that it cannot address avoellate issues recodified as Art. 38.36. At no time did the legislature attempt to
overturn CC& holding that evidence admissible under the statute
f
l
-.
underBeondidonalmsc rccorJ un:uubiguirusIy was still subject to general rules of evidence. If legislature had
intended to exempt 38.36(a) from rules 404(b) and 403 it would
i- to ; l.~- ~ c .Clurt
ll.
demonstrates that Wlcc faiicd tc) reserve h ~ rlaht
have
expressly done so. Bottom line: Because Art. 38.36(a) and
holds it has no choice but to affirm.
Rules 404(b) and 403 can be coneruouslv aoalied as mandated

Court Of Criminal Appeals

1..

38.36(c) contravenes its olaiu laneuaee, CCA holds evidence
admissible under the statute mav nevertheless be excluded under
Opinions on Appellants' PDRs:
either of the above rules. Consequently, if the defendant makes
N O C O N F L I C T BETWEEN ART. 38.36(a) A N D timely objections under 404(b) or 403, before the trial court can
EVIDENTIARY RULES 403 & 404(b): JERRY T. SMITH w. properly admit evidence under art. 38.36(c), it must first find the
is
State,No. 996-98, Appellant's PDR from Gana County; Reversed, non-character conformity purpose for which it is
relevant
to
a
material
issue.
If
relevant
to
a
material
issue,
trial
6/23/99; Offense: Murder; Sentence: Life; COA: Affirmed (96811
452 -Amarillo, 1998);CCA Opinion: Holland, joined by Meyers, court must then decide whether the evidence should be excluded
Price, Womack & Johnson; Concurring & Dissenting Opinion: because its probative value is substantially outweighed by factors
Keller, joined by McCormick & Keasler; Mansfield dissents wlo in Rule 403. Judgment is therefore vacated, and case is remanded
to COA.
opinion.
Appellant was put to trial for killing his live-in girlfriend, who
APPELLATE COURT ERRED T O CONSIDER TRIAL
had disappeared, and no physical evidence of any murder (or any
COURT'S
FINDINGS ENTERED AFTER RECORD HAD
other crime) was ever found. During guilt/innocence the State
BEEN
RECEIVED
BY COURT OF APPEALS: BOBBY
was allowed to introduce evidence of numerous extraneous offenses
w.
State,
No.
894-98, Appellant's PDR from Brazoria
BERRY
after convincing the trial court they were essential because of the
lack of physical evidence. These included assaults on Appellant's County; Reversed, 6130199; Offense: Deceptive Business Practices;
father, his ex-wife, and the victim, as well as testimoriy that Sentence: 1 yr (probationrevocation);COA: Aff~rmed(NP); CCA
Appellant had killed the victim's dog by stomping it to death. Trial Opinion: Price (unanimous)
Appellant pled guilty and received a 365day probated sentence.
court overruled Appellant's TRE 403 & 404(b) objections after
the State argued the evidence was admissible as proof of Appellant's After two extensions, his probation was revoked after a hearing
intent, knowledge and opportunity, but did grant his request for a which had been reset twice so that Appellant could retain counsel.
limiting instruction. COA held the trial court did not err, and in The trial court refused to allow a third reset, and revoked his
fact, under TCCP 38.36(a), the State did not have to satisfy Rules probation after Appellant announced "ready" and proceeded pro
403 & 404(b). CCA notes this nling conflicts directly with another se. Appellant appealed on 6th A. gounds, but COA affirmed based
COA's determination that Rules 403 & 404(b) are not abrogated on supplemental findings of fact and conclusions of law that were
by Art. 38.36(a)'s predecessor statute, TPC 19.06. Hernandez, 9141 entered, at the behest of the State, about 2 months after COA had
1226 (Waco -1996, no pet.) InHernandez COA held that before received the transcript. The supplement, filed over Appellant's
the trialcourt canadmit extraneousoffense evidence under 8 19.06, objections, was based on off-the-record conversationsbetween the
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from Harris County;Reversed, 6/16/99; Offense: POCS; >ial
C o w Disposition: Motion to Suppress Evidence Granted; COA:
Affirmed (9821173-Houston [kt] 1998);CCAOpinion: Keasler;
Dissent: Meyers
In h s drug courierprofile case, Appellant was spotted by narcs
Corley and Ordaz at the bus station carrying a small black bag.
Corley saw Appellant board a bus, and eventually followed and
confronted hi. Wxthout identifyimg himself, Corley sat down
next to Appellant and asked for his destination,hi ID, and whether
he had any luggage. When Appellant said the bag was not his,
Corley opened it and found some pot After mesting Appellant,
he found cocame. The trial court made fdmngs that, among other
thmgs, the bag was "abandoned" as a result of polrce activity, and
cops had no probable cause to detain or question Appellant. Held:
CCA relies on Fwida u. Bostick. 111S Ct 2382 (1991) a case
wlsimilar facts (exceot that narcs there told the defendant he
was free to leave). to hold that the bae was abandoned and the
search was lawful.
Dissent: Meyers dissents because he believes the CCAhas just
DWI ENHANCEMENTS NEED NOT BE SEQUENTIAL:
court. and lones
DAVID HILL QIBSONu. State, No. 1267-98, Appellant's PDR become a suoer-a~~ellate
" for the davs of Amla
would not review decision d
from Dallas County; Atfirmed, 6130199; Offense: DWI (felony); 83411357 (&A i692), when
Sentence; 10 yrs; COA: Affirmed (97211148-Dallas 1998);CCA the COA used the correct standard, but reached a result dfferent
from one CCA may have reached. He says that CCA authority to
Opiniom Holland; Dissent: Johnson,joined by Meyers
Appellant pled guilty to an ind~cunentenhanced by proof of review a decision of a COA has been interpreted after G u m as
two 1989 prior convictions for involuntary manslaughter. Both authority to just re-do its analysis, as it has in this case.
offenses arose from the same mcdent: two victims were killed in
SEXUAL HARASSMENT STATUTE HELD CONan accident with Appellant. He received a 7-yr sentence for one,
and a 7-yr probation on the other. In 1992, the probation was STITUTIONAh ARTHUR (jARCIASANCHEZw.State, No.
revoked, and he was assessed 3 yrs. Appellant complains that 1259-98 State's PDR from Bexar G u n t y Reversed, 6130199;
because these prior convictions arose from the same inc~dent,they Offense: Official Oppressioo; Sentence: 1 yr ja~l+ $3000 fine;
could not both be used for enhancement of the instant offense. COA: Reversed & acquxttal ordered (97411307 - San Antonio
COA held the legislature d ~ dnot mtend for TPC Q 49.09(b) to 1998); CCA Opinion: Keller, joined by McCormick, Meyers,
require the State to pmve that one prior intoxication-related offense Mansfield, Price, Holland,Johnson &Keasler; SeparateConcurring
became final before the other one had been committed, and Opinxons: Mansfield, Pnce & Womack
Appellant was successfully prosecuted under the sexual
concluded the two prior offenses were sufficient to establish the
instant offense as a 3rd degree. After analyzing 5 49.W(b) and the harassment sectionof the statute, TPC 5 39.09(a)(3), which defines
general enhancement statute, TPC 12.42(d), CCA holds that the sexual harassment as: "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
two prior intoxication-related convictions required to bump DWI sexual favors, or other verbal or physical conduct of asexualnature,
to a thud degree felony are elements and enhance the offense; they submissxon to which is made a term or condition of a person's
do not serve the purpose of enhancing punishment, as provided in exercie or enjoyment of any nght, privilege, power, or immumty,
CQA found the provision was (1)
the general enhancement statute. Furthermore, the clear and either explicitly or;implic~tl~."
unambxguous language of the statute (making no reference to 9 unconstitutionally vague on its face and as applied in vroiation of
12.42(d), or sxm~larlanguage) mdicates a legislativeresolve not to the 14th Amendment's due process clause, and (2) unconinclude a sequential requirement in the ptoof~quiredforshowmg stitutionally overbroad in violation of the 1st Amendment. COA
the prior convictions m 5 49.09(b). Held: 4 49.09fb) does not reversed the conviction and ordered dismissal of the prosecutionz
reauire the State to Drove the mior convictions occurred After a lengthy and rather tedxous analysis, CCA determines the
senuentiallv. A11 State must show is that defendant was twice statute is ambiguous, and turns to legislative history to detewine
previously convicted for offenses related to operatrng a motor the meaning ofseveral terms: "unwelcome sexual advances"; "tights,
while intoxicated. COA did not err ~nholding privileges, powers, and immunities"; and "a person's exercise or
vehde or air&
State could rely on Appellant's two prior conytions for involuntary enjoyment?. Fmdmg the legislatiye histgry unhelpful, howeve+,
manslaughter based on two deaths arising from a single illegal act CCA looks to the federal EEOC provision,, on which the Texas
in order to prave the instant offense was a 3d degree felony. statutewas modeled. He1d:The statuteb e i t h e r unconsti~tiona~
t , COA's judgment in
on its face, nor ap a d e d to A ~ ~ e U a nThe
Judgment is therefore d i e d .
therefore reversed and remanded.
lfir
,I

judge and Appellant during the course of resetting the revocation
hearing, and had to do with Appellant's awareness of his right to
counsel, his indigence, and his knowledge of the dangers of selfrepresentation In his PDR Appellant argues that COA erred in
allowing thesupplementof the transcript because, based on Green,
90611937 (CCA 1995) (wnsmingfomTRAP40(b)(2),seenow,
TRAP 25.2(e)), when the trial court submitted the record toCOA,
it lost jurisdiction u n t ~ lthe COA's mandate issued. Held:
Reaffirmhe Green. CCA holds that trial court's findines. made
after the record bad been received bv COA. were null arad void<
and should not have been considered bv COA. CCA rejects a11
State's arguments. Because COAS decision appears to be based
entirely on the supplemental findings of fact and conclusrons of
law, CCA does not address Appellant's other grounds for review.
Case is reversed and remanded to COA for "further proceedings
consistent with this opmion."
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CURRENT OFFENSE WAS COMMITTED: EX PARTE
LEWIS HALL, 99511151, from Harris County; Relief granted, 6/
30199; Offense: Delivery of Simulated Cocaine; Sentence: 3 yrs;
Opinion: Keasler; Mansfield & Womack concur without opinions
The statute providing for mandatory supervision, TCCP 42.18,
5 8(c), excludes releax of person having certain prior convictions.
The list of offenses has been amended over time, and the question
presented by this writ concerns when an inmate's eligibility for
mandatory supervision is determined -by the list as it existed at
the time he committed his current offense, or whether the offense
was on the list when the prior offense was committed. CCA
concludes the prior conviction must be on the current list (that is,
the lit in effect at the time he committed the offense for which he
is currently incarcerated). Applicant's current offense was
committed on January 23, 1997. He has one prior conviction for
3d-degree aggravated assault. At the time his current offense was
committed, the statute regarding mandatory supervision precluded
release of inmates who had priors for certain offenses:
A prisoner may not be released to mandatory
supervision if the prisoner. . . is serving a sentence
for or has previously been convicted of: . . . (5) a
second degree or first degree felony under Section
22.02, Penal Code (Aggravated Assault).

victim's body. He didn't touch anything, but got a search warrant
and seized several items. Held: Assumine that AoueUant did not
abandon the orooertv. and had standine to com~lainof the search,
CCA holds that the owner of the car lot could ~rooerlvconsent
to a search of the storaee shed, and while he could not consent
to search of the boxes. Aooellant's Drooertv was in ooen
containers, visible to anvone.standine in the doonvav. The cop
looked over the property, then got his warrant when he saw items
in plain view that he thought were related to the offense. Consent
was valid, and search was therefore not unlawful.
Extraneous offense instruction: At punishment Appellant
objected to the trial court's instruction that required the jury to
find that he had committed the extraneous offenses by "clear proof'
instead of beyond a reasonable doubt. He complained hk was
entitled to receive the instruction, and the erroneous instruction
lowered the State's burden. Held: Even thoueh
- TCCP 37.07 5
3(a) requires such an instruction for non-caoital cases. canital
cases arc eovemcd bv 37.071. which has no such requirement.
So long as the jury is instructed concerningthe burden of proof
with regard to the special issues, trial court does not err by failing
to submit in the punishment charge a separate instruction on the
burden or proof on extraneous offenses. Although such an
instruction was not authorized by law, the one submitted did not
lessen the State's burden, and in fact, "imposed an additionalhurdle
upon the State that the-law does not require. Appellant, however,
cannot complain about a gratuitous instruction that served only to
benefit him!'
Other rejected points: Evidence seized in Harris County was
removed to Montgomery County without an order; failure to give
accomplice witness instruction; failure to instruct jury on parole
eligibility.

At the time Applicant's prior offense was committed, the statute
provided that a conviction for second or third-degree aggravated
assault rendered the inmate ineligible for release to mandatory.
Held: Because A ~ d i c a n had
t a orior conviction for 3d deeree
aeeravated assault. a n offense which was not on the list of offenses
inelieible for release on mandatow su~ervisionwhen his current
offense was committed. CCA holds he must be released if his
KARL EUGENE CHAMBERLAIN, No. 72,850, from Dallas
calendar time served ~ l u his
s eood time accrued exceed three
vears.The record reflects that Applicant's calendar time plus his County; Affirmed, 6/16/99; Opinion: Meyers, joined by
accrued good time equal over three years. Relief is therefore granted. McCormick, Mansfield, Keller, Price, Holland, Johnson & Keasler;
TCDJ-ID is ordered to classify Applicant eligible for mandatory Concurring opinion: Womack
Facts: In 1991, Appellant went to his next-door neighbor's house
supervision, and is ordered to immediately release him.
to borrow a cup of sugar. While there, he sexually assaulted her,
shot her in the head, and then took his dogs for a walk. Appellant
Death Penalty Cases:
confessed repeatedly to others, telling them that the victim had
R I C H A R D WILLIAM KUTZNER, 99411180, from initiated the sexual contact, and he killed her in a panic after she
Montgomery County; Affirmed, 6/9/99; Opinion: Meyers, joined threatened to tell his wife of their encounter. He was not
by McCormick, Mansfield, Keller, Price, Holland, Johnson & "uncovered" as the killer until 1997. CCA holds evidence was
sufficient to support guilty verdict.
Keasler; Womack concurred in pts 14 & 45, but otherwise joins.
Psychiatric testimony: The State put on psychiatrist DeKleva
Facts: Appellant was convicted of killing the owner of a real
estate business and stealing her property. The victim was bound at punishment, who testified that Appellant was a sadistic killer,
with the same sort of red electrical wire and tie-wraps as those found showed no remorse, and was incapable of being rehabilitated.
in Appellant's garage and truck, and he was in possession.of her DeKleva testified based on facts given to him by the prosecutor,
VCR and computer keyboard, items missing from her office. Other and did not examine Appellant. As rebuttal, defense counsel
circumstantial evidence connected Appell3nt to the killing. At wanted to call his own expert, Dr. Crowder, who had interviewed
punishment the State offered evidence that Appellant had been and tested Appellant. The trial court refused to allow Crowder's
convicted of several prior felonies, including capital murder in testimony because, although ordered to, Appellant had refused to
Harris County. CCA has no problem holding the evidence both allow DeKleva to interview and test him prior to trial. CCA says
this wasnot error, relying on Lagrone, 94211602 (CCA 1997) and
factually and legally sufficient.
Suria,
9331146 (CCA 1997). Appellant says those cases gave the
Search & Seizure: Appellant's truck had been repossessed and
trial
court
authority to exclude Crowder's testimony unless
hi property was removed, placed in open boxes, and stored in a
Appellant
submitted
to psychiatric examination by the State only
locked shed located on the car lot. The business owner gave cops
if
he
had
introduced
the
psychiatric testimony first; but he argues
permission to search the shed. The cop looked inside and saw
those
cases
are
distinguishable
because he was offering Crowder's
plastic tie-wraps and electrical tape similar to those found on the
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testimony to rebut testimonv offered first bv the State. Held: The
issue was not whether ~ o o e i l a nintrodnc;d
t
osvchiatric evidence
or merelv rebutted such evidence, but whether the osvchiatric
testimonv he intended to introduce was based on his own
garticioation in the osvchiatric testine and examination.
AooeUant's intent to introduce osvchiatric testimonv based uoon
his oarticioation in a osvchiatric examination constituted a waiver
of his 5th Amendment orivileee in the same manner as would
his election to testifv at trial. Trial court didnot abuse its discretion
m refusing to allow Crowder's testimony.
Other rejected points: Extraneous offenses; Batson error; overly
gruesome photos.

was not entitled to anv such instruction.
Finally, CCA rejects Appellant's argument that his statement
was obtained in exchange for a promise of leniency. Held:almost total deference to the trial court, and findine this a anestion
of credibilitv, CCA holds the trial court could have chosen to
believe Escalante and disbelieve Amellant.
Voir dire issue: Appellant.complains that venireman Davis
should have been excluded for cause because he stated he could
not give the trial his full attention. Held: Althoueh TCCP 35.16
lists reasons iustifviue challenees for cause, it does not include a
provision for "could not eive the trial court his full attention,"
therefore, trial court did not err in refusine to strike Davis. In a
really long footnote, CCA discusses prior opinions holding that
Art. 35.16 does not contain an exclusive list for striking veniremen.
Moore, 54211664 (CCA 1976),and its progeny hold that challenges
for cause can be properly asserted on grounds not specifically
enumerated in 35.16 if facts show the venireman is "incapable or
unfit to serve on the jury." Mason, 905//570 (CCA 1995). These
cases were overruled by Buder, 830//125 (CCA 1992), which held
that art. 35.16 "is a complete list of challenges for cause!' Although
observing Moore was revived by Mason in 1995, CCA notes that
nothing in Mason requires the trial to grant a challenge for cause
for a reason not specifically enumerated in 35.15.
Price concurs (joined by Johnson), but disagrees that Art. 35.16
is an exclusive list of challenges for cause. Trial courts have
discretion to dismiss prospective jurors at any time for reasons not
explicitly articulated in 35.16, whenever facts show the juror is
unfit to serve, on request of either party, the juror, or sua sponte.
Womack (joined by McCormick, Mansfield &Keller) disagrees with
the discussion in the foomote, and believes that Moore and its
progeny were incorrectly decided. He does not agree that Moore
was revived by Mason. He does think that a trial court may use
TCCP 35.03 to excuse a potential juror who is found to be too
distracted by personal duties to serve on a jury. He thinks Moore
and Mason should both be explicitly overruled.
Other rejected points: Fatal variance between victim's actual
name and name as alleged in indictment; more voir dire issues.

VIRGIL10 MALDONADO, No. 72,986,from Harris County;
Affirmed, 6130199
Opinion: Meyers; Concurring Opinion: Price, joined by Johnson;
Concurring Opinion: Womack, joined by McCormick, Mansfield
& Keller
Facts: Appellant and his cohorts tied up Cmz Saucedo with an
electrical cord, shot him twice in the head, and took some of his
property. The victim's son Augustin, a n acquaintance of Appellant,
found his father's body about 4 days later. After being implicated
the following year, Appellant gave a statement to police while
incarcerated in the county jail on unrelated charges. There he
told officer Escalante that his friend, Felix, tied up the victim, took
his pistol and dope, then told Appellant to kill him. CCA upholds
suffkiency of evidence to support the robbery element of capital
murder.
Complaints regarding taped statement: Appellant complained
that his taped statement to Escalante should not have been admitted
because it had been altered, andshould have been suwwressed
under
..
TCCP 38.22 8 3 . appellant^ expert testified that rhcrc wcru two
nnorn:~liuichat he rlescr~hed:rs"~~ver-rr.cs)rds."
Thcrc was a 3,sccond
interval and a 1-second interval caused by pressing the "record"
button, but the expert could not say whether this had been done
intentionally, and agreed it could have occurred by accident when
the tape was being copied. Appellant testified at the suppression
hearing that Escalante never told him he was being recorded, and
Courts Of Appeals
promised to talk to the prosecutor. Escalante testified that
Appellant agreed to the recording, denied making any promises
N O JEOPARDY BAR WHEN PROSECUTOR DID NOT
for leniency, and denied altering the tape. Held: After reviewingthe tranrcrintion, CCA concludes the anomalies occurred DELIBERATELY OR RECKLESSLY ELICIT IMPROPER
accidentallv and did not obscure anvthine of value in thc dialoaue. EXTRANEOUS OFFENSE: EX PARTE BAUDER, No. 0493-00725-CR; DWI; Affirmed, 6/16/99
Trial court did not abuse its discretion in failing to suppress.
This appeal has been in appellate orbit for several years. During
CCA also rejects Appellant's contention that he was entitled to
a jury instruction to disregard the tape. He argued that because it Appellant's trial, after the State elicited an extraneous offense from
lacked integrity due to the skips, he was entitled to have the jury its cop witness, the trial court declared a mistrial on Appellant's
resolve the issue of accuracy under Art. 38.23(a). Held: Because motion, and Appellant filed a pretrial writ arguing that he should
the presence of skius or alterations in an audio-taoed statement not be subjected to a subsequent trial because of the prosecutor's
does not indicate the taoe was obtained in violation of the misconduct. CCA affirmed the trial court's denial of relief. Bauder,
constitution, or state or federal laws. ~ o ~ e l l awas
n t not entitled 88011502 (San Antonio 1994). On PDR, CCA held that under .''
Texas' double jeopardy provision, successiveprosecution is jeopardy
to such an instruction.
Appellant also argued that he was entitled to an instruction to barred after a mistrial at defendant's request if the prosecutor was
disregard the taped, in-custody statement because he was not told aware of, but consciously disregarded the risk that an objectionable
of his right to contact the Mexican consulate prior to making any event for which he was responsible would require a mistrial at the
statement to police. CCA acknowledges the Vienna Convention's defendant's request. Bauder, 92111696 (CCA 1996). On remand,
requirement that a foreign national who has been arrested be COA held Appellant could be retried. Bauder, 9361119 (San
advisedof his right to contact his consulate. Held: Because nothing Antonio 1996). However, CCA reversed again, holding Appellant
in the record indicated Aooellant was a Mexican national. he could not be retried if he was forced to move for a mistrial because
~
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the prosecutor deliberately or recklessly elicited the harmful
response from the cop. Ex Parte Bauder, 97411729 (CCA 1998).
Held: On remand, COA aeain holds Amellant can be retried.
At the hearing on Appellant's plea in bar, the prosecutor testified
that what the cop said in court was not what he had told the
prosecutor prior to trial, but was totally unexpected. Based on this
testimony, COA holds that it could not say that the prosecutor
was aware of but consciously disregarded the risk that an
objectionable event for which he was responsible would require a
mistrial at Appellant's request. Renial is thus, not jeopardy barred.
In a footnote, COA says it believes that a judicial admonishment
to disregard the cop's answer would have cured any resulting
prejudice, rendering a mistrial unnecessary.
N O EXTRAPOLATION EVIDENCE T O TIME O F
OFFENSE REQUIRED: NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE N O T A
LESSER
INCLUDED
OF
INTOXICATION
MANSLAUGHTER: CjoWANSv.STATE,No. 0197000187CR;
lntox.Manslaughter; Affirmed, 5/27/99.

.\. ,

Though COA does not explicitly hold, it cites to other COA's
and seems to state that a DWI prosecution based on a breath test
greater than .lo, neednot introduce expert testimony extrapolating
results of breath test, when taken, back to time of driving. (See
Mireles u. DPS, No. 049701007CV, 5/12/99, on rehearing from 4th
COA, reported in July/August issue, where COA holds in context
of ALR that no extrapolation evidence is required.) COA also
holds that criminally negligent homicide is not a lesser included
offense of intoxication manslaughter. Though court acknowledges
CCA's holding in Ormsby, 60011782 (CCA 1979), COA notes
that, since that decision, involuntary manslaughter based on DWI
was moved to Chapter 49 of the Penal Code and, is now a strict
liability offense. Because of the reenactment, h b y no longer
applies. Held: Because criminallv neelieent homicide requires
proof of a cul~ablemental state and intoxication manslanehter
does not. the former cannot be a lesser offense of the latter.

Pdr's Granted August 18, 1999:
No. 0521-99, MEDFORD, BILLY DOYLE; State's; Caldwell;
Escape; POCS; 99011799
1. When deciding whether an individual is guilty of the offense
of escape, is the jury authorized to employ an meaning of the term
"arrest" that is acceptable in common
2. When reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain a
conviction for escape, should the reviewing court employ.the
definition of arrest found at Vernon's Ann.C.C.P. art. 15.22!
No. 0540-99, LEFEVERS, JOHN ROGER; Appellant's; Dallas;
Harassment; **
1. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that the phrase
"I want to feel your breasts" describes an ultimate sex act under B
42.07(b)!
No. 0551-99; COGAR, RANDY CLAY; State's; Denton;
Retaliation
1. DoesBRITT v. NORTHCAROLINA. 404 U S . 226 (1971)
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require that an indigent defendant be provided a free reporter's
record from the proceeding in which he was placed on probation
in order to prepare for a hearing on a motion to revoke probation,
if the defendant does not show a need for the record!
No. 0669-99, GOLLIHAR, DOUGLAS CHARLES; State's;
Hood; Theft; 99111303
1. What is the proper standard for reviewing sufficiency of the
evidence when the state fails to prove an allegation in the
indictment which is unnecessary, but descriptive of an element of
the offense!
No. 0677-99, LOPEZ, RUDOLFO; State's & SPA'S; Bexar;
Aggravated Sexual Assault; Indecency; 98911402
1. Does the exclusion of evidence, pursuant to TEX.R.EVLD.
608(b), that the victim of a sexuallyrelated offense made a previous
unsubstantiated complaint of physical abuse against a thud person,
constitute a violation of the accused3 federal constitutional right
to confrontation of witnesses!
2. The Court of Appeals erred in holding that the Appellant
was entitled under the right of confrontation to impeach the
complainant's credibility with evidence that complainant made a
prior false or unfounded allegation of abuse, of a kind different
than that for which Appellant was prosecuted, and made against
someone other than Appellant.
No. 0681-99, REASOR, MARK EDWARD; State's; Bexar;
POCS; 98811877
1. The Court of Appeals erred by holding that the protective
sweep engaged in by the officers was illegal.
2. The Court of Appeals erred by holding that Appellant's
consent to search his residence was fatally tainted.
No. 0699-99, RIEWE, SUSAN MARGARET; State's; Dallas:
DWI; **
1. In order to invoke the Court of Appeals' jurisdiction, must
the State's notice of appeal of the granting of a motion to
suppress certify that the appeal is not taken for delay and the
evidence is of substantial importance! See Art. 44.01(A)(5),
V.A.C.C.P. 61T.R.A.P. 25.2(2).

** Indicates COA opinion was designated for publication.
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